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Abstract 

A proof system for proving value-passing processes test congruent is presented. The 
system is obtained by extending Martin-Löf's type theory with a type of processes. 
The canonical objects of this type are programs in a synchronous process language with 
value-passing. The equality relation on this type is test congruence, so the specific 
axioms in Hennessy's proof system for test congruence are included in the system. 
General rules for congruence reasoning are already present in type theory and thus 
need not be duplicated. The paper also describes an implemented interactive proof 
checker for this proof system, written in Standard  ML.  Derived rules are discussed 
and two examples of proofs are given. 

1 Introduction 

A reactive system is a system which maintains some interaction with its environment. 
Such systems may consist of many concurrent processes of non-terminating and non-
deterministic nature, thus its overall behaviour may be very complex. To verify the cor-
rectness of reactive systems it is often motivated to prove formally when two processes 
are behavioural equivalent or when an implementation satisfies a specification. Different 
methods such as Petri nets, temporal logic and process algebra has been proposed to 
achieve this. Unfortunately the proofs often become very large and thus hard to keep 
under control. Therefore we need an interactive proof checker that guarantees the cor-
rectness of each single step. Since many steps in a proof consist only of tedious symbol 
manipulation, a proof checker with some automatization is preferable. In this paper the 
process algebra approach supported by a proof checker is discussed. 

A language which supports formal reasoning and describing concurrent processes is 
CCS 'A Calculus of Communicating Systems' [Mil 80]. With some modifications CCS can 
also be used as a programming language. In  [Joh, Kar, Lun  86] an implementation of a 
programming language based on CCS is described. The language to be used in this paper 
is given in [Hen 86] and based on CCS. We will describe it briefly; however, we assume 
that the reader is familiar with process algebra. The language describes processes which 
communicate values via channels. The communication between processes is synchronous 
and they can run asynchronously or synchronously. In this paper we are mainly inter-
ested in proving properties about a special kind of synchronous systems known as systolic 
systems. 

To get a brief view of the language, consider the problem of defining a simple store 
which can contain one value. One may either read the contents of the store (without 
destroying it) or one may change the contents by writing in a new value. The process 
communicates via two channels; in for writing in the new contents and out for reading 
out (nondestructively) the contents. The store can be defined by the following recursive 
equation: 

Store(x)= {in?y}.Store(y)d- {out!x}.Store(x) 

The behaviour of the store is the following: It can either receive a new value on channel 
in which is temporarily bound to  y  and then become Store(y), or send the value of  x  on 
channel out and then become Store  fr).  The choice is made by the user of the store. 

In [Hen 88] an algebraic theory of processes is developed including a sound and com-
plete proof system for proving two processes test congruent. The two processes  P  and  Q  
are test congruent, denoted  P  =  Q,  iff they respond identically to tests, i.e., if they can 
be interchanged in all environments. Some other aspects of testing are also considered. 
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A preorder  C  is defined, where  P C Q  means that  Q  must pass every test which  P  must 
pass. With this view  Q  can be seen as an implementation of the specification  P.  However, 
in this paper we are only going to discuss test congruence =, which is generated by  C.  
The proofs are based on syntactic transformation and induction. Completeness is achieved 
by including an infinitary induction rule; powerful finitary systems are obtained by using 
finitary approximations to this rule. We will use fixpoint induction to handle recursively 
defined processes. With this approach completeness is lost but the proof system is still 
sound if we put restrictions on the applications of fixpoint induction. There are also ax-
ioms to capture which processes are test congruent. A few axioms about the operator `+' 
(external choice) from this formal system are:  

X  + NULL =  X 	 (identity law)  
X  +Y=Y+  X 	 (commutative law)  
X  1-  (Y  + 2) =  (X  -I-  Y)  -I- Z (associative law) 

With these axioms we can e.g., prove the statement: 

(pi + p2) +  (ps  + NULL) = (pi  + p3) p2, 

where pi, pi and p3  are arbitrary processes and NULL is the process which can perform 
nothing. We obtain the following proof: 

(pj. + p2) + (p3 + NULL) = (pi  + p2) p3  (identity law) 

= 	+ (P2 + P3) (associative law) 

= 	+ (P3 + P2) (commutative law) 
= (PI + P3) + p2 (associative law) 

In [Hen 88] communication is pure synchronization; no values are passed between pro-
cesses. For processes with finite state behaviour test congruence is decidable and can 
be automatically checked [Cle, Par, Ste 88]. In general, however, and even more when 
value-passing is introduced, the problem is undecidable and interactive methods become 
of interest. Value-passing leads also to another problem when considering formal proofs 
of test congruence: we need a logic also for the value expressions. In [Hen 86], two case 
studies in proving test congruence for processes with value-passing is presented together 
with a proof technique for proving statements of the form  P  =  Q.  The proof system used 
is similar to the one described in [Hen 88]. The possibility of formal machine-checked 
proofs is also mentioned: 

"Although the examples considered are nontrivial, they are still less complex than 
realistic systems of practical importance. It would be interesting to consider some 
such systems. To do so, we feel that one needs some form of machine assistance 
to keep the proofs under control. Although superficially our proof method looks 
amenable to mechanization, there are many obstacles. For example, if one looks 
carefully at our proofs one realizes that they use a considerable amount of informa-
tion about the data domain over which the systems compute. Nevertheless, even a 
minimal amount of mechanical assistance, to apply the transformations for example, 
would alleviate considerable the burden of generating proofs". 

This paper describes a sound proof system that makes it possible to give completely formal 
proofs of test congruence for processes with value-passing and an implementation of an 
interactive proof checker for this proof system. This is far more powerful then the minimal 
amount of mechanical assistance requested in [Hen 86]. The data domain over which the 
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systems compute is represented by Martin-Löf's type theory [Mar 82]. It is a theory that 
supports formal reasoning about general types such as natural numbers, sets and lists. 

The idea of this work is to augment type theory with a type of processes and associated 
rules from [Hen 86]. To do so, we must stipulate how to form a canonical expression 
of the type process and the conditions for two canonical elements to be equal. This 
equality relation must be a congruence relation in order to justify the substitution rules 
in type theory. The intuition is that canonical elements in this type of processes are 
programs in Hennessy's language. An important constraint in type theory is that only 
primitive recursion is allowed. However, all process combinators are canonical, including 
the combinators that form recursive processes. Thus non-termination of processes and 
general recursion in forming families of processes present no problems. 

The interactive proof checker is based on the ideas in Peterson's implementation of type 
theory [Pet 82] and, by transitivity, on the Edinburgh LCF system  [Gor,  Mil, Wad 79].  
Petersons  implementation was written in an old version of  ML  and Lisp. We have rewritten 
it in Standard  ML [Wik  87] and also extended it with inference rules for processes. The 
proof  systern  obtained is an interactive proof checker with some automatization. It has 
been given the name LIPS  "Luleå  Interactive Proof System". LIPS is developed with the 
purpose to facilitate proofs of test congruence between processes. A complete proof of 
the correctness of the palindrome recognizer in [Hen 86], including the treatment of the 
value expressions, requires a few dozen interactions with the system and can be developed 
interactively in, say, an hour. The result is a computer-checked derivation involving only 
semantically justified rules, thus providing much more than just mechanical assistance. 
Since it is an extension of Peterson's system it can also be used to perform ordinary proofs 
in type theory, to write type theory programs or to serve as a base of another interactive 
proof system. 

The user communicates with LIPS through the language Standard  ML  and therefore 
all objects that the user creates are  ML  data (in the sequel we will write  ML  when we 
mean Standard  ML).  The inference rules are written in natural deduction style. They 
are syntactic in nature and therefore it is feasible to let a computer perform that symbol 
manipulation. Each rule is implemented as an  ML  function from theorems to a theorem. 
The arguments of a function are the premises of the rule, the function checks that these 
arguments are in accord with the premises and will then yield the conclusion of the rule 
as result. The user can only perform proofs by using these functions. A theorem consists 
of a judgement together with a context i.e., its assumption list. The judgements are built 
up from expressions that are based on lambda calculus. 

A more detailed description of LIPS is given in [For,  Sch  88], where also all the rules 
in type theory are included. Here we will concentrate on the things concerning the process 
part. 

The outline of the paper is the following: 

• Section 2 presents the process language and a simple proof of test congruence between 
two processes. 

• Section 3 is a brief introduction to type theory. 

• Section 4 discusses how type theory is extended with a type of processes. Some 
important problems with this approach are also discussed. 

• Section 5 describes LIPS and how to use it. 

• Section 6 presents the primitive rules for processes. 
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• Section 7 presents the derived rules for processes. 

• Section 8 presents a specification and a systolic implementation of a palindrome 
recognizer, which are proven to be test congruent. The proof is done with LIPS. 

• Section 9 presents how a specification of an unbounded counter is proved to be test 
congruent to a systolic implementation. The proof is done with LIPS. 

• The appendices A,  B  and  C  contains the general rules and the derived general rules 
in type theory. We also give a list of all the types in type theory which are included 
in LIPS. Finally we present all the predefined constants in LIPS. 

2 The Process Language 

There are several notations to describe behaviours of processes; one such notation, or 
language, is the language of CCS 'A Calculus of Communicating Systems'. The calculus 
consists of laws for reasoning about behaviours. These laws are based on syntactic trans-
formation and induction. So, except for describing behaviours we may also be able to 
prove that two syntactically different processes are behaviourally equivalent. Furthermore 
we can write a specification in CCS and transform it, using the rules, into a correct im-
plementation. We can view the specification and the implementation as descriptions on 
different descriptive levels: 

• specifications define the (desired) behaviour of the process in terms of how it reacts 
to external stimuli. 

• implementations define the process in terms of how it is constructed from simpler 
constituent components. 

There is no absolute distinction between these two concepts; the specification is a pro-
gram as well as the implementation and they are written in the same language. In one 
particular framework an expression might be perceived as a specification and in another 
framework the same expression might be viewed as an implementation; the distinction is 
made only by the user of the language. There are other approaches where specifications 
and implementations are written in different languages where only the implementation is a 
program; these approaches are not treated here. A general theory of concurrent systems, 
as well as the syntax of CCS, was originally presented in [Mil 80]. More recently this 
theory was extended to include synchronous systems [Mil 83, Hen 86]. In this paper we 
deal with synchronous systems and the language to be used is based on CCS as presented 
in [Hen 86] but adapted for our purpose. The operational semantics is given in [Hen 83]. 

The language is used to describe processes which communicate values via channels. 
The syntax of the language is based on syntactic sets of value expressions (ranged over 
by  E),  channel names (ranged over by a), behaviour identifiers (ranged over by  b),  value 
identifiers (ranged over by  x),  restrictions (ranged over by  R)  and relabellings (ranged over 
by S). The syntax of behaviour expressions (ranged over by  P)  is given by the following 
grammar: 
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X + X = X 
X + Y = Y-FX 

X-HY+Z) = (X±Y)+Z 

X +  NULL  = X 
X*(Y +Z) = X*Y+X*Z 
Xl(Y+Z) = X1Y+XIZ 

a.X * b.X = au b.(X *Y) 

(X + Y)[S] = X[S] + Y[S] 
(X +1  Y)[S] = X[S] +' Y[S] 

a.X[S] = S(a).(X[S]) 

(X + Y  )1  R = XIR+YIR 
(X +' Y)I R = XIR-  +' Y/R 

a.XIR =  NULL  
= 	a.  (XIR) 

{narne?x,name!v}.P = {}.P(v1x)  

X + (Y +' Z) = (X + Y) +' (X + Z) 
a.X + a.Y 	a.(X +' Y)  

Similar axioms for +', *, 

if any channel in a occurs in  R  
if no channel in a occurs in  R  

Figure 1: Axioms  

P::=  NULLI{A}.PIP- - P1P+' PIP*PIPIPIPI{R}IP[S]l 
recl(b : P)I rec2  (b x  :  P)  EibIbx 

A::= el cx?x, AI a!E, A  

R::=  R,R I a 

S::= S,S 1 ala 

An action (ranged over by A) is a set of simultaneous communications, each of the form 
a?x or a!E; a?x means to receive a value on channel a and bind it to  x  and a!E means to 
send the value of  E  on channel a. An action may be empty, denoted {}, which means to idle 
one  timestep  (denoted '1' in [Hen 86]). This action is necessary to deal with synchronous 
systems where the behaviour of processes can be viewed as a sequence of actions that 
are stepwise synchronized. Now to a brief explanation of the process combinators in the 
grammar. 

NULL, is the process performing nothing. 

Sequence is expressed by 	The first argument is an action and the second argument 
is a process. {A}.P denotes the process that engages in all the communications in 
A at the next  timestep  and then becomes  P.  

Choice is expressed by + for external choice and by +' for internal choice (denoted  e  
in [Hen 86]) 
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Parallell  coupling is expressed by * if two processes run in parallel synchronously and 
by I if they run in parallel asynchronously. 

Recursion is expressed by reel for processes without parameters. In the process  recl (b  :  
P)  the behaviour identifier  b  is bound. The process is executed by executing  P  with  
b  bound to  recl (b  :  P).  This is only well defined if  P  is guarded, i.e.,  b  occurs in  
P  only in a subexpression of the form {A}.Q. As an example  recl (p  : {in?a}.p) 
repeatedly receives a value on the channel in and binds this value to a. 

Parameterized recursive processes, i.e., families of mutually recursive processes, are 
expressed by the rec2 combinator. In rec2  (b x  :  P) E  the names  b  and  x  are 
bound. The process is executed by executing  P  with  x  bound to the value of  E  
and  b  bound to rec2  (b x  :  P),  i.e, to the family of processes itself. As an example 
rec2 (ps : {count!x}.p(s +1))0 is a process sending the sequence of natural numbers 
on the channel count (beginning with 0). 

Restriction is expressed by PI{R}, where  R  is a list of channels to be hidden in  P  so 
that they cannot be communicated on from the environment. 

Relabelling is expressed by P[S], where S is a list of new/old elements meaning than 
channel name new replaces old in  P.  

Now, back to the problem of defining a simple store (page 3). With this language the 
store can be defined by: 

Store(v) rec2  (ps:  {in?y}.p  y  {out!s}.p s) v 

The behaviour of the store is: 

1. The parameterized process rec2  (p  : ...)  e  is evaluated as follows (initially  e  = v):  
x  is bound to the value of  e  and  p  is bound to rec2  (ps  : ...). The process is now 
ready for a choice: 

(a) to receive a new value on channel in which is temporarily bound to  y  and then 
become  py,  i.e, rec2  (ps  : ...)  y,  and we are back to step 1.  

(b) to send the value of  x  on channel out and then become  ps,  i.e, rec2  (ps  : ...)  x,  
and we are back to step 1. 

In the calculus there is a notion of equivalence, namely a test congruence. The axioms 
(figure 1) specify the meaning of this congruence by means of pure syntactic transforma-
tion. However, we also need rules to handle infinite processes. A guarded recursive process 
equation has a unique fixpoint; the rules fixpoint induction and recursive unfolding are 
introduced to express this fact. 

Recursive unfolding (REC1): Let f (s) be a behaviour expression which is guarded 
with respect to the process variable  x.  Then  recl  (s : f(x)) is a fixpoint to the 
process equation  p  = f(p), i.e.,  recl (x  : f(x)) = f  (recl  (s : f  (x)).  This expresses 
that there is a fixpoint. 

Fixpoint induction (FIX1): Let f(s) be a behaviour expression which is guarded 
with respect to the process variable s and  q  = 1(q), i.e.,  q  is a fixpoint, then  
q  =  recl  (s : f (s)). This expresses that the fixpoint is unique. 
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Example: Consider Al and A2 defined as: 

Al EL--  reel  (p  : {in?x}.p) 
A2  E-  reel  (p  : {in?x}.{in?x}.p) . 

We will prove that 
Al = A2. 

Let f(p) {in?x}  .p.  By applying REC1 to f  (p)  we obtain 

reel  (p  : {in?x}.p) = {in?x}.reel  (p:  {in?x}.p) . 

Which is 
Al 	= {in?x} -41 . 

By substitution we obtain 

{in?x}.A1 = {in?x}.{in?x}.A1 

That is by transitivity 
Al = {in?x}.{in?x}.A1 . 

Let g(q) 	{in?x}.{in?x}.q. Then we have Al = g(A1). We can apply FIX1 to 
obtain: 

Al = A2. 

There are similar rules for recursive unfolding and fixpoint induction over parameterized 
processes. They are described in section 4. 

The proof is easily done with LIPS. To get an idea of the interaction we present it 
below, without comments. 

def  "Al" "recl  (Ld  P.  {in?x}.P)"; 

def  "A2" "red  i (Ld  P.  {in?x}.{in?x}.P)";  

val  f_p =  typecheck  "{in?x}.p"; 
{in?x}.p : Proc  [A  :  Ui,  p  ProcHin<->AI : THM  

val thi  = REC1 (f_p,"p"):  
Al  = {in?x}.A1 : Proc  [A  : Ul]{in<->AI : THM  

val  th2 = SUBST (thl,"p") (REFL f_p); 
tin?xI.A1 = {in?x}.({in?x}.A1) : Proc  [A  : U1]{in<->A} : THM  

val  th3 =  TRANS thi  th2;  
Al  = {in?x}.({in?x}.A1) : Proc  [A  : U1]{in<->A} 	THM  

val  g_q =  typecheck  "{in?x}.{in?x}.q"; 

{in?x}.({in?x}.q) : Proc  [A  :  Ui,  q  : ProcRin<->AI : THM  

val  th6 = FIX1 (g_q,"q") th3;  

Al  =  A2  : Proc  [A  : U1]{in<->A} : THM  

9 



rin  

rout 

rin 	 in 
connection 

_rout 	 out 

in 

out  

Figure 2: Two cells in a systolic array.  

The language is suitable for proving properties about systolic systems, which is a 
special kind of synchronous systems. A systolic array is an array of cells, each identical 
and connected to its neighbours. A cell is very simple and often easy to implement directly 
in hardware. However, the the overall behaviour of the array may be very complex. 
Thus, it is often desirable to prove that a systolic implementation really is equivalent to a 
specification of the behaviour in simpler terms. 
When connecting cells, lined up in a row, a derived operator '0' (pronounced 'box') is 
used. In fact, this is a family of operators in which an instance is dependent on the number 
of channels and the name of the channels to be connected. A box is derived from renaming, 
synchronous coupling and restriction. The connection in figure 2 may be performed by 
using '0', where: 

POQ denotes (P[Ikinlrin,lkoutlrout]*Q[lkinlin,lkoutlout)1{1kin,lkout} 

Since 0 is a derived operator it is also possible to derive rules for it from the rules of the 
involved operators. This is discussed in section 7 

3 Type Theory 

This is a brief introduction to Martin-Löf's intuitionistic theory of types [Mar 82]. In 
[Nor, Pet, Smi 86] a detailed description of type theory is given. In section 3.1 we give a 
short explanation of the four forms of judgements. One of them al  = a2  : A is of special 
interest for us, since we will utilize this judgement to express test congruence between 
processes, so the judgement pi 	p2  :  Proc  means that pi  and p2  are test congruent 
processes. In section 3.2 we present how the rules in type theory are formed. 

3.1 Judgements 

Type theory contains the four forms of judgements listed below. 

A is a type 	 (A type) 
Ai and A2 are equal types 	 (A1 = A2) 
a is an element of type A 	 (a : A) 
al  and a2  are equal elements of type A (al  = a2  : A) 

Defining what these mean is the same as to explain the semantics of type theory. We 
can here only give an incomplete treatment of the semantics of type theory; a complete 
treatment must also explain hypothetical judgements and is given in [Nor, Pet, Smi 86]. 

Expressions in type theory are built from variables and (primitive) constants using ab-
straction and application. Each expression has an arity indicating how many arguments it 
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expects and their arity. Only expressions given all their arguments (saturated expressions) 
can be evaluated. Constants are divided into canonical and non-canonical constants. A 
saturated expression whose operator is canonical, is on canonical form and cannot be fur-
ther reduced. If the operator is non-canonical, on the other hand, the expression can be 
reduced using a computation rule which must be stipulated when the constant is defined. 
To give a brief explanation of what the four judgements forms listed above mean, we can 
ask ourselves the following questions: 

1. When may we say that something is a type? 

To say that 'A type' we need to know which canonical elements 'A' has and when 
two canonical elements are equal. 

2. When may we say that something is an element in a type? 

If we make the judgement 'a : A' then we know that the value obtained when 
evaluating 'a' is a canonical element in 'A'. 

3. When may we say that two types are equal? 

To say that `A1  = A2' we know that A1  and A2 have equal canonical elements. So 
if A1  = A2, then a : A1  (a1  = a2  : A1) implies a : A2 (al  = a2  : A2) and vice versa. 

4. When may we say that two elements are equal in a type? 

If we make the judgement 'al  = a2: A' then we know that the values obtained when 
evaluating al  and a2  are canonical elements in A and that these values are equal. 

3.2 Rules 

The rules of type theory are formulated in natural deduction style. We will in this section 
give examples of the type Nat and the type  Bool  together with some remarks on how the 
rules are presented. We will also present some of the general ru/es in type theory which 
show properties of the equality relation. We have four different forms of rules for each 
type introduced. 

1. Formation 

The formation rules express that a type exists or that we can form a type from other 
types or families of types. 

2. Introduction 

The introduction rules define the canonical elements of the type and the conditions 
for two canonical elements to be equal elements. 

3. Elimination 

The elimination rules show how to prove properties of arbitrary elements in the type. 
For the most types they express a structural induction principle. 

4. Equality 

The equality rules are computation rules which show how a function defined in the 
elimination rule operates on the canonical elements of the type. 
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3.2.1 The type Nat 

The type Nat i.e., the set of natural numbers. 

Nat-formation 

Nat type 

Nat-introduction 

zero : Nat 

zero = zero : Nat 

a Nat 

succ(a) : Nat 

a = b: Nat 

succ(a) = succ(b) : Nat 

The element succ(a) is canonical, whatever element a is, since succ is a canonical 
constant. We see that canonical elements are equal if they have equal parts. 

d  : C(succ(y))  [y  : Nat, z : C(y)] 	a:  Nat 

natrec  c  (Ld  y  z .  d)  a :  C  (a) 

In the elimination rule Ld stands for A abstraction, where Ld is an adaptation for 
keyboard usage. 

The judgments enclosed in [ ...] in the premise are assumptions. So the judgement  
d  : C(succ(y))  [y  : Nat, z : C(y)] is hypothetical, i.e., it is a judgement which is made 
under assumptions. Only those assumptions which are discharged in the conclusion are 
shown in the premise. 

The elimination rule above capture what we mean by mathematical induction. To see 
this we utilize the way we can interpret judgements. We read the rule as follows: We know 
that a is a natural number which is written a: Nat. We know that we have a proof  c  of 
the proposition  C  for the case when  n  = 0 (base case) which is written  c  : C(zero). We 
know that given a natural number  y  and a proof z of C(y) we can construct a proof  d  of 
C(succ(y)). This is written  d  : C(succ(y))  [y  : Nat, z : C(y)]. With these premises we may 
conclude that the proposition  C  holds for a which is written natrec  c  (Ld  y  z .  d)  a  C  (a). 
Since a may be arbitrary this means that  C  holds for all natural numbers. 

Nat-equality  

c  : C(zero) 	d  : C(succ(y))  [y  : Nat, z : C(y)] 

natrec  c  (Ld  y  z.  d)  zero =  C:  C(zero)  

c : C(zero) 	d : C(succ(y)) [y : Nat, z : C(y)] 	a : Nat 

natrec  c  (Ld  y  z .  d)  (succ a) = (Ld  y  z .  d)  a (natrec  c  (Ld  y  z .  d)  a) : C(succ(a)) 

The function natrec is primitive recursive. In  ML  it has the following definition: 
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Nat-elimination 

c : C(zero) 



a A 
a = a : A 

a = b A 

b = a : A 

a =b:A b=c:A 

a = c : A 

fun natrec  c d  0 =  c  
1 natrec  c d  (succ a) =  d  a (natrec  c d  a); 

Note that in type theory the type of the result from natrec may depend on a, but this is 
not possible in  ML.  

Example: Let us define the function plus as follows. 

plus(zero,y) 	=  y  
plus(succ(x),  y)  = succ(plus(x,  y))  

In type theory it will become: 

plus -.7 Ld  x y  . natrec  y  (Ld  ap.  succ(p))  x  

3.2.2 General rules 

Equality (=) between canonical elements must be an equivalence relation. Moreover it is 
a congruence relation as we can see in the introduction rule for natural numbers above. 
This justifies the following rules: 

General Rules 

Reflexivity 

Symmetry 

Transitivity 

Substitution 

a =  C:  A b(x) = d(x) B(s)  [x  : A]  

b(a) = d(c) : B(a) 

There are other rules for substitution as well, they are shown in A.2. 

3.2.3 The type  Bool  

The rules for natural numbers are one example of an infinite set. We now introduce one 
example of a finite set namely the type  Bool.  It has two canonical constants true and false. 
So the definition of  Bool  will be  Bool  {true, false} . We have the following rules:  

Bool-formation 

Bool type 
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Bool-introduction 

true : Bool 

false: Bool 

Bool-elimination 

b  :  Bool c  : C(true)  d  : C(false) 

case  b c d  : C(b) 

The expression case  b c d  is similar to an if-expression so we may make the definition.  

if  b  then  c  else  d  case  b c d 

Bool-equality 

c : C(true) d: C(false) 

case true c d = c : C(true) 

c : C(true) d: C(false) 

case false c d = c : C(false) 

4 A Type of Processes 

The idea of this work is to augment type theory with a new type, named  Proc.  Elements 
of this type are processes, i.e., all well formed, closed behaviour expressions. Which 
elements that are well formed processes is described by the introduction rules. There is an 
introduction rule for each canonical combinator in the type  Proc.  Since all combinators 
are canonical there is an introduction rule for each case in the grammar. 

With this approach the available rules of type theory for handling equality can be used; 
this is general rules of inference for symmetry, reflexivity, transitivity and substitution. 
The judgement form el = e2 : A, meaning that el and e2 can be evaluated to the same 
canonical element, is used to express test congruence. Thus, judgements of the form  
bl  = b2 :  Proc  mean that  bl  and b2 are test congruent processes. An interesting fact is 
that two canonical elements with different leading canonical constants pay be congruent, 
which is not the case for types in type theory as given in [Nor, Pet, Srai 86]. There are 
additional rules, i.e., the axioms from figure 1 (page 7), to describe further which canonical 
elements to be congruent in  Proc.  A type with such axioms is known as a congruence 
type. 

In the following sections we consider some obstacles of incorporating the type of pro-
cesses. When describing the solutions some interesting rules of inference are also proposed. 
A complete list of the rules for processes is presented in section 6. 

4.1 Non-terminating processes 

In type theory only primitive recursion is allowed, so elements in a type can always be 
evaluated with a terminating computation. However, processes may be non-terminating 
and the problem is how to evaluate them with a terminating computation. 
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Fortunately, evaluating a process object does not mean to execute it. Instead all process 
combinators (constructors) are canonical so evaluating an element in the type  Proc  just 
means eliminating non-canonical constants, e.g., an if expression with two processes as 
alternatives may be evaluated according to the elimination rules for sets (if is just a 
rewriting of a case expression over boolean, see page 14). Thus, we have: 

if true ({in?x}.P)({out!x}.P) = {in?x}.P 

4.2 Channels 

The abstract representation of expressions in LIPS is based on lambda calculus, so the 
most primitive syntactic entities available are variables and constants. When introducing 
processes in this system a natural approach is to represent channel names as variables or 
constants, but as we will show, this causes problems. 

In the process P/{a} the channel name a becomes bound; in the terminology of 
[Mil 80], the sort of P/{a} is the sort of  P  minus a. This suggests that channel names 
should be variables, making it possible to use abstraction to handle binding of channels 
and with the pleasant effect that the (typed) sort of the process  P  appears explicitly as 
part of the assumption list whenever we have proved  P  to be a process. Unfortunately, 
substitution into an expression where a channel name is bound will follow the convention 
for variables, which is not appropriate. Consider the effect of binding a channel, as a 
variable, by abstraction. If we substitute {ch!v}.p for  x  in the expression Ach.x we obtain 
Ach'.{ch!v}.p since bound variables are renamed. Our intention was to bind a channel in 
an expression that later could be substituted for  x.  This will work only if bound channels 
are not renamed at substitution. Note that it is not realistic to circumvent this by binding 
channels at more appropriate places. A basic idea of the language is to define processes 
in terms of other processes by performing relabelling on their channels, which also is a 
channel binding operation. The strange thing with relabelling is the place of naming bound 
channels; it is inevitable that processes will be substituted into contexts where channels 
are bound. 

The other proposal is to introduce, for each type A, an enumeration type of channels 
for communicating values of type A. This is a simple solution within the basic concepts 
of type theory. However, since we have to define these enumerations in advance it is very 
inconvenient. We would rather like to be able to use new channel names as need arises 
and use sort and type deduction to infer the typed sort of the process. Also, with channel 
names as constants, the above-mentioned feature that processes always come with their 
sort explicit is lost. 

To be able to handle channels conveniently some rather large modifications are made in 
the basic concepts of type theory. Before we describe this we assure the reader that we shall 
afterwards explain how to justify the resulting theorems using the standard semantical 
explanations. 

The solution proposed is to introduce channels as a new syntactic entity on the same 
level as variables and constants and also a restriction operation that binds a channel. 
Expressions are now formed from constants, variables, channels, abstraction, restriction, 
application and attachment. Restriction with respect to a channel works in the same way 
as abstraction with respect to a variable, except for the fact that when substituting (for 
a variable) within the scope of a bound channel no precautions are taken to avoid name 
clashes. Attachment with respect to a channel works in the same way as application with 
respect to a variable. 
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a <—> A act.P : Proc 	e :  A  
({a!e}  U  act).P : Proc 

P(a) : Proc  {a  <—>  A}  
P I  {a}  : Proc  

A consequence of this representation is that the view of judgements is changed. Since 
channels communicate values of a certain type we need a new judgement form 'a <—> A' 
meaning that a communicates values of type A. Judgements are now made in a variable 
context (as in ordinary type theory) and a channel context, where channels are associated 
with a type, e.g.: 

{out!3}.P :  Proc  [P  : Proc]{out <--> Nat} 

This judgement means that {out!3}.P is a process under the assumptions that out is a 
channel communicating values of type Nat (given between curly braces) and that  P  is a 
process (given between square brackets as usual). 

Some interesting introduction rules where channels are involved are the rules introduc-
ing actions, restriction and relabelling: 

PROCintrin 

PROCintrout 

PROCintrres 

PROCintrrelab  

<-->  A 	act.P(x): Proc [x  :  A]  
({a?z}  U  act).P : Proc  

13 <--> A 	P(a) :  Proc  {a <--> A} 
P[i3I a] :  Proc  

In PROCintrin the action act is extented with a simultaneous communication (a?x) 
where a value is read on channel a and  x  is bound to this value. If there was a free 
occurrence of  x  in  P  it becomes bound and the assumption about  x  is discharged. Note 
that the type of the values communicated on a and the type of the variable  x  must be the 
same. In PROCintrout a `!' is introduced where the value of  e  is sent on channel a. 

In PROCintrres the channel a is bound and the assumption about it is discharged. 
In PROCintrrelab the channel a is renamed to /3, so a is bound and ß is free in the 
conclusion. 

Now to the reduction to standard type theory. We can show that this modification of 
type theory can be brought back to the inconvenient but genuine type theory solution of 
using enumeration sets of channel constants. A theorem of the form  p  : Proc[VCIICC} 
should be interpreted as follows. The channel context CC indicates for each free channel 
in  p  which type of values it carries and thus to which enumeration set of channel names 
it should belong, had these sets been properly defined. All rules are designed so that the 
derivation of the theorem could be redone in an identical manner with premises of the form 
a : Chan A replacing those of the form a <—> A, with channels and restrictions replaced 
by, respectively, constants and applications with the primitive constant  res  as operator 
and with the channel context deleted. Finally, it should be noted that this implementation 
makes the channel types inaccessible to the user. 

Finally, to a closer look at the relabelling construct, which (as mentioned) is a cause 
of the problems with channels. A relabelling is a composition of a restriction and an 
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attachment. The restriction binds the old name and this restriction is attached to the new 
name. Compare this with a renaming of a variable in an expression; it may be expressed 
by abstracting the old name in the expression and then applying this abstraction to the 
new name. 

It would have been nice to establish types for higher order process objects, telling the 
requirements of the channels to be attached. Then we could later define other processes 
in terms of such objects just by attaching them to appropriate channels according to the 
actual environment. The elements of the the higher order process types would, in other 
words, be processes restricted on some channels outermost. However, we know that such 
objects are processes as well; consequently, when introducing such elements they will be 
in different types depending on the intended usage. This is not very smooth and results 
in more than one introduction rule for restriction. The reason for the need of another rule 
is that in the present introduction rule, the information about the type of the restricted 
channel was lost. Therefore, we can not constrain the communicated type on the channel 
to be attached. 

A lot more research is required on this problem. For the moment we have this solution 
with PROCintrrelab performing the restriction and the attachment in one application of 
the rule. Perhaps, it is possible to develop a new language with a new mechanism for 
relabelling. 

4.3 Higher order variables 

When introducing parameterized processes there is a need for higher order variables. For 
this reason a special judgement of the form  x  [A]B is introduced. This means that  
x  is a higher order variable that may be applied to an expression of type A yielding an 
expression of type  B.  The introduction and elimination rules involving this judgement 
are: 

FUN VARintr 

A type 	B type 
p [A]B [p [A]B]  

FUN VARelim  

p  [A]B 	x  : A  
p x  :  B  

Note that [A]B is not a type (there is no formation rule), so `::' is not to be confused 
with `:'. The only way to introduce elements in a category of the form [A]B is by using 
FUNVARintr. Thus nothing but higher order variables are elements in the category. The 
interesting judgement for our purpose is when  B  is instantiated to  Proc,  i.e.,  p  [A]Proc; 
then  p  is a parameterized process variable. Another possible field of application for this 
higher order judgement is to implement FUN, PI and well-orderings. 

Other rules involving higher order variables are recursive unfolding and fixpoint in-
duction for parameterized processes, named REC2 and FIX2. To understand them, first 
contemplate the rules REC1 and FIX1 in section 6 with the explanation in section 2. In 
section 2 it is also explained how rec2  (p x  : f  (p, x))  a is evaluated. 

REC2  

fp x : Proc  Ex  :  A,  p [A]Proc] 	a A  
(rec2  f a)  =  f  ((rec2  f) a)  : Proc  
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FIX2 

fp x: Proc  [s  : A,p::[A]Proc] 	q  v=f  q  v:  Proc  [v  :  A]  
q  a  = rec2  f a  : Proc  

a : A 

Actually we have also considered other versions of these rules. The rule REC2 could have 
been written as: 

f(p) [A]Proc [p:: [A]Proc] 

rec2 f = f(rec2 1):: [A]Proc 

This means that we have REC2 REC1 [[A]Procl  Proc],  i.e., REC2 is like REC1 but with  
Proc  changed to [A]Proc. A similar modification of FIX2 would yield this relation between 
the rules for fixpoint induction as well. So, finally we could have managed with only one 
rule for REC and one rule for FIX, e.g., for REC this is the rule: 

f(p)::c [P::c] 
rec2 f = f(rec2 f)::  C  

The main reason for not choosing this solution is the need of a side condition telling that 
the rule is valid only for processes. Another obstacle with this approach is that the theory 
must be based on categories (ch 4 in [Nor, Pet, Smi 86]). 

Finally, we mention that higher order variables cause some complications with abbrevi-
atory definitions (section 5.1.2). The substitution of an expression for the abbreviation is 
not well-defined, so in some cases the user must suggest how definitions should be inserted. 

4.4 A suitable elimination rule 

The problem of finding a suitable elimination rule is not dealt with here. It is still possible 
to prove test congruence without proving general properties of processes. Accordingly, 
there are no non-canonical combinators for processes. 

5 LIPS, the Interactive Proof System 

This section concerns `Luleä interactive proof system'. The description is oriented around 
the three basic  datatypes  for expressions, judgements and theorems. All user features are 
described and the intention is to give enough understanding for performing proofs with 
the system. 

Those who are intersted in deriving own rules or modifying the system, are directed 
to [For,  Sch  88] where complete descriptions of the  datatypes  and associated functions are 
given. 

5.1 Expressions 

Basically, there is a  datatype  named EXPR to represent expressions. This is an abstract 
representation of lambda calculus that is extended to handle channels. The expressions 
are constructed by means of abstraction and application from constants and variables. 
Expressions are also constructed by means of restriction and attachment from channels. 
So, names (identifiers) are used for three different purposes: 
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1. constants 

(a) predefined  
(b) user defined (set elements or defined constants) 

2. variables 

3. channels 

LIPS keeps track of the identifiers so none is used for more than one purpose. The 
first occurrence determines what the identifier is used as during the rest of the session. 
Furthermore, a constant name can only be defined once, while variables and channels can 
be defined several times. Thus, it is also prohibited to use an identifier (a constant) as 
an element in more than one set. The constructors of EXPR are functions that will fail 
if the user breaks the requirements for identifiers. However, mistakes can be overridden 
since there are functions to explicitly "undefine" an identifier to get it available for a new 
purpose. When performing proofs the user is normally concerned with the constructors 
indirectly via other functions and rules described in the rest of this section. 

Constants may be divided into predefined and user defined. A list of the predefined 
constants is given in appendix  B.  The user defined constants are identifiers occurring as 
elements in sets or identifiers used as definition names. They are not defined by applying 
the constructor directly, there are special functions for this. Sets are defined by using the 
function defset: string -> string list -> string, where the first argument is the 
name of the set and the second argument is the list of element names. If all names were 
unused the function succeeds and the name of the set is returned; all names now become 
constants. How to accomplish other definitions is described in section 5.1.2. 

5.1.1 A parser for expressions 

A string is parsed to an EXPR by the function parse: string -> EXPR. The string  'E'  
given to the parser is written in following syntax:  

E  ::= const  Ivar  I Ld var.E IEEI  (E)  l<  E  >I 
NULL I  {}.E  {A}  .E  IE-FEI E(QE IE*EI EIE 
ERR} I E[S] l reel  E  I rec2  E E  

A 2= A, A I  chan?var I chan!E  

R::=  R,R I chan 

S ::= 5,5 I chan I chan 

The traditional lambda calculus concepts are: 

Identifiers, which are parsed as variables, constants or channels. It is obvious from the 
context when an identifier should be parsed as a channel. Otherwise it is parsed as a 
variable unless the identifier was previously defined as a constant (then it is parsed 
as a constant). 

Abstraction (A), which is denoted Ld, e.g., (Ld  x.  body) is the abstraction that binds 
the variable  x  in body. 
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Operator Associativity Precedence Name 
application 	 11 app 
abstraction 	 10 abs 

	

. 	right 	 9 seq 

	

/ 	left 	 8  res  

	

[] 	left 	 7  relab  

	

* 	left 	 6 Cross  

	

i 	left 	 5 async 

	

+ 	left 	 4 choice 

	

+1 	left 	 3 ichoice  
recl 	prefix (unary) 	 2  recl  
rec2 	prefix (binary) 	2 rec2 

Figure 3: Precedences 

Application, which is expressed by juxtaposition and associates to the left, e.g., f  x y  
or f  (x) (y).  

Except for the ordinary parentheses it is also possible to use '<' and '>' as delimiters. 
The process language is described in section 2. However, the syntax of recursive processes 
is slightly modified: red /  (x  :  e)  is changed to reel (Ld  x .e)  and rec2  (p x  : el) e2 is changed 
to ree2 (Ld  p  x.e1) e2. The precedence order between the operators is shown in figure 3. 

Example: An if-choice between two processes may be expressed as 
if (iszero v) <{cha! (succ v) }  .P>  <{chb?x}  Q x>  

Normally the user is not directly concerned with the function parse. The rules and 
functions are implemented to take expressions as strings (in concrete syntax) and internally 
apply parse to obtain the abstract syntax. 

5.1.2 Making definitions 

Definitions are made by applying the side effect function def : string -> string -> 
string. The first argument is an identifier and the second argument is an expression to be 
bound to the identifier. The identifier is registered as a constant. The expression cannot 
contain any free variables, e.g., a function add2 that adds two to a natural number may 
be defined as def "add2" "Ld  x  . succ(succ  x)";  

If a defined constant occurs in a parsed expression, LIPS automatically replaces (ex-
pands) it by the associated expression. Furthermore, beta reductions are done as far as 
possible so parse "add2 1"; yields the abstract representation of succ(succ(succ(zero))). 

There are functions to list the definitions made and to "undefine" definitions. When 
defining expressions containing actions it is important to write the communications, i.e., 
the elements of the action, in a sorted way. The '1' communications must precede the 9' 
communications. Within the series of `?' and 9' respectively, communications must be 
sorted a1pabetically according to the channel names. The system will always keep actions 
sorted in this way. Thus, definitions will match only if these requirements are met. 

The user may define binary, left associative, infix operators by applying the function  
inf  ixop :  int  -> string -> unit. The first argument is the priority (0 to 6 is allowed) 
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and the second is the operator. An example of its use is the ID in section 9, which is defined 
as: 

def "&" "Ld P Q. (Prikin/rin, lkout/rout] * 
Q[lkin/in, lkout/out])/{lkin,lkout}" 

infixop 1 "&"; 

5.1.3 Printing with definitions inserted 

Since expressions are coded in an abstract form they are of no interest for the user. 
Accordingly, they are not shown. The user must explicitly tell LIPS to show a certain 
expression and then it will be written in a readable way. The function available for this is 
output_expr : EXPR -> unit 

The printing is done with the same syntax as given to the parser. This function tries 
to match definitions into the expression. We call this "contraction" of definitions (the in-
verse of expansion). Which definitions to be contracted during the session is specified by 
applying the function Contract: string list -> unit to a list of defined identifiers. 
Initially, its default value is ['all'], meaning that all definitions are contracted. How-
ever, the contraction is slow and the time of printing any expression is dependent on the 
number of definitions to be considered. The algorithm is based on one sided unification 
of expressions where also abstractions may be unified. With one sided we mean that a 
definition is matched to fit into an expression and never the other way around. Unifying 
abstractions is a tricky part that is not done in traditional unification. 

A faster way to do contraction is to apply the function Suggest: string -> unit to 
some alternative applications of the definitions. It is enough to suggest which arguments a 
definition will be applied to, e.g., Suggest "add2 3" if we know that add2 will be applied 
to 3 when it occurs. This is a kind of an inverse memo function using the fact that 
expansion is fast while contraction is slow. The given expression is saved together with its 
expanded counterpart; thus contraction can be performed later by looking for a matching 
expanded expression and in such case take the original (contracted) counterpart. Internally 
there is a list where suggestions are saved, i.e., old suggestions still remain when new ones 
are added. So, for fast printing: keep the list of definitions to be contracted as short as 
possible and instead suggest how to contract definitions. In addition, a suggestion is made 
each time a string is parsed. Since the parsed expression is expanded and beta reduced 
we can store the initial expression together with the resulting one in the suggestion list. 
At printing, the list of suggestions is checked and only if no suggestion is appropriate the 
contraction algorithm is invoked. There is also a function NoSuggest : unit -> unit 
which is used to remove all suggestions. This function should be used whenever definitions 
are "undefined" or changed. 

5.2 Judgements and theorems 

There are four different judgement forms and thus four different constructors  (ML-functions) 
to create them 

A type 	mktype 	: EXPR -> JUDGEMENT 
A =  B 	mkeqtype : EXPR -> EXPR -> JUDGEMENT 
a: A 	mkelem 	: EXPR -> EXPR -> JUDGEMENT 

a =  b:  A mkeqelem : EXPR -> EXPR -> EXPR -> JUDGEMENT 
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The user of LIPS is not directly concerned with the data type JUDGEMENT or the construc-
tors of it. They are presented only to explain how a theorem is constructed. The rules of 
inference work on theorems and thus the user is directly concerned with them. 

A theorem is a sentence (a judgement) made under assumptions (a list of judgements). 
It is created by the constructor  (ML-function) mkthm: JUDGEMENT -> ASSUMPTION list 
->  TUM.  Note that this constructor is not available to the user. It is only used within the 
abstract  datatype  TUM,  where the code of the primitive rules of inference is located. 

5.2.1 Assumption lists 

The type ASSUMPTION is just another name for the type JUDGEMENT. The reason for using 
this synonym is to emphasize that an assumption is a judgement with special properties. 
An assumption is a judgement of one of the forms:  

x  : A, 	where  x  is a variable.  

x  <—> A, where  x  is a channel.  

x  :: [AP 3, where  x  is a (higher order) variable. 

A and  B  are type expressions. There is an assumption for each free variable and each 
free channel in the sentence of a theorem. Assumptions can exist about no other objects 
but variables and channels. The order of the assumptions in the list is important, since 
the type of an assumption may depend on previous assumptions. A type expression in 
an assumption list must always denote a type under the preceding assumptions. A free 
variable in a type expression must therefore have been introduced in a previous assumption. 
An example is 

[A: 	x  : Nat,  y  : Nat, z : Eq(Nat,  x,  y)]{in <--> A, out <--> Nat} 

Note that z : Eq(Nat,x,y) and in <—> A depends on previous assumptions. Variable 
assumptions are given between square brackets and channel assumptions are given between 
curly braces. . 

5.2.2 Print and script facility 

The contraction of definitions as described in section 5.1.3 works also on theorems. The 
function to be used is 

output_thm :  TUM  -> unit 

When a proof is finished and saved in a file X.rd. a pretty script may be produced 
with the unix command mktt  X.  This program takes the proof from  X  .ml,  interposes the 
output of the contracted theorems and produces a file  X  . text. The input must be a  ML  
file with the theorems to be printed uniquely named within the file and created by  val.  

= ... at the beginning of a line. If  val  is indented no output of that theorem is 
generated. 

5.2.3 Saving a theorem in a file 

There is a possibility for the user to save a theorem in a file and fetch it for later use in 
other proofs. This can be done by using the functions, 

savethm: TUM ->  string  ->  unit 
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where the first argument is the theorem one wants to save and the second argument is the 
name of the file, 

getthm: string -> THM 

where the argument is the name of the file where the theorem resides. 
It is only possible to save one theorem in each file. It is preferable that the name of 

the file has the suffix ".thm", then it will not interfer with other file names created by the 
script facility mktt. 

Example: Suppose we have a theorem which expresses the commutative properties of 
the operator "+" for natural numbers. The command 

savethm pluscom "pluscom.thm" 

will then save the theorem pluscom on the file pluscom.thm and the command  

val  th = getthm "pluscom.thm" 

will bind the name th to the theorem which resides in the file pluscom.thm. 

6 Primitive Rules for Processes 

hi this section all primitive rules of inference are presented in natural deduction style. 
Each inference rule corresponds to an  ML  function whose name and type is shown below 
each rule. The arguments to a function occur in the same order as the premises of the 
rule. The assumptions are enclosed in square brackets `["]'. The assumptions enclosed in 
braces `{ "} ' are assumptions about channels and they show the sort of the process in 
the terminology of [Mil 80]. Note that only the assumptions which are discharged in the 
conclusion are shown in the premises. 

6.1 Introduction rule for channels 

CHANNEL INTRODUCTION (the only rule for channels) 

A type  

c  <—> A  {c  <—> A} 

CHANintr: THM -> string -> THM 

where string corresponds to  c  in the rule. 

6.2 Introduction rule and elimination rule for higher order variables 

The use of parameterized processes requires a possibility to have a higher order variable as 
an element in a type. Since these processes are often general recursive and only primitive 
recursion is allowed in type theory we cannot use the available FUN-type. 

HIGHER ORDER VARIABLES (introduction rule) 

A type 	B  type  

p  ::[A]B [p::[A]B] 

FUNVARintr: THM -> THM -> string -> THM 
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where string corresponds to  p  in the rule. 

HIGHER ORDER  VARIABLES (elimination rule) 

p::[A]B 	x :  A 

p x : B 

FUNVARelim: THM -> THM -> THM  

6.3 Formation  rule  for the type  Proc 

Proc  type  

PROCform: THM  

6.4 Introduction rules for the type  Proc  

For each combinator in the grammar from section 2 we have an introduction rule. Note 
that each combinator is a canonical constant. 

NULL PROCESS 

NULL:  Proc 

PROCintrnull: THM  

SEQUENCE (empty action)  

P : Proc 

{}.P : Proc 

PROCintrseq: THM -> THM  

ACTION (set of simultaneous communications)  

c  <—> A 	act.P(x):  Proc  [x  : A]  

({c?x} U act).P :  Proc  

It is a requirement that  x  is not free in act. The expression act.P(x) should be read as 
act.P(x) is a process which may depend on  x.  The corresponding  ML  function is 

PROCintrin: THM -> (THM * string) -> THM 

where string corresponds to  x  in the rule. 

The rule above requires that the action act already exists. To create an action containing 
one single "?" communication in front of a process there is a function which combines 
CHANintr, PROCintrseq and PROCintrin, namely 

PROCintrseqin: (string * string * string) -> THM -> THM 
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where the first string corresponds to the channel name  c  in the rule, the second to the 
type A and the third to  x. 

c <—>  A 	act.P : Proc 	e :  A  

({c!e} U act).P :  Proc  

PROCintrout: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

The counterpart of PROCintrseqin for one single "!" communication is the function 

PROCintrseqout: (string * string * string) -> THM -> THM 

where the third string corresponds to  e  in the rule. 

BINARY COMBINATORS (+, +', * and I denoted by o in the rule.) 

• external choice (+). 

• internal choice (+'). 

• synchronous parallel coupling (*). 

• asynchronous parallel coupling (I).  

Proc 	P2  : Proc 

PlOP2:PrOC 

PROCintrop: string -> THM -> THM -> THM 

where string corresponds to the actual combinator. 

RESTRICTION 
P(a):  Proc  {a  <-->  A} 

PI {a}  : Proc 

PROCintrres: (THM *  string)  -> THM 

where string corresponds to a in the rule. 

RELABELLING  

c  <—> A 	P(a):  Proc  {a <—> A}  
P[cl a] :  Proc  

It is a requirement that the second premise does not depend on  c.  

PROCintrrelab: THM -> (THM * string) -> THM 

where string corresponds to a in the rule. 

RECURSION (non-parameterized processes) 

f  p:  Proc  [p:  Proc]  
reel f :  Proc  

Note that f stands for an abstraction. Thus,  fp  is a process that may depend on a process 
variable  p.  In the conclusion, recursion is performed over  p,  so  p  becomes bound (this can 
also be written as  recl  (Ld p.f  p)  :  Proc).  
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PROCintrrecl: (THM * string) -> THM 

where string corresponds to  p  in the rule. 

RECURSION (parameterized processes)  

fp  x  :  Proc  [x  : A,  p  [A]Proc] 	a : A 

(rec2 f a) :  Proc  

Note that f is abstracted on two variables. Thus,  fp  x  is a process that may depend on  p  

and  x.  In the conclusion, recursion is performed over the higher order process variable  p  
applied to an expression in which  x  may occur. Initially  x  is bound to a (this can also be 
written as rec2 (Ld  p  x.f  p x)  a :  Proc).  

PROCintrrec2: (THM * string * string) -> THM -> TH/4 

where the first string corresponds to  p  and the second to  x.  

6.5 Axioms for the type  Proc  

The axioms are only valid for processes. Therefore each axiom is represented as a rule of 
inference, where each premise corresponds to a process involved in the axiom. 

IDEMPOTENT COMBINATORS (+, 	* and I denoted by o in the rule)  

x:  Proc  
xox=x:Proc 

PROCelimop: string -> THM -> THM 

where string corresponds to +, 	* or I. 

COMMUTATIVE COMBINATORS (+, 	*  and  I denoted  by o in the  rule)  

x  :  Proc 	y  :  Proc  
xoy= yox: Prole 

PROCcommutop: string -> THM -> THM -> THM 

where string corresponds to +, 	* or I. 

ASSOCIATIVE COMBINATORS (-F, -F', * and I  denoted by o in the rule)  

x: Proc 	y: Proc 	z:  Proc 

x <>(y os)  =  (x o y)  Oz:  Proc  

PROCassocop: string -> THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

where string corresponds to -F, -F', * or I. 

IDENTITY ELEMENT (for the combinator -F)  

x : Proc 

x  NULL  = x : Proc  
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PROCnullchoice: THM -> THM  

DISTRIBUTIVE  COMBINATORS (where *  and  I are  denoted  by  •  in the  rules.)  

x  : Proc 	i: Proc 	z  : Proc 

x•(y+z)=x•y+x•z:Proc  

The corresponding functions are: 

PRDCdistrcrossl: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

PROCdistrasyncl: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM  

x : Proc 	y : Proc 	z  : Proc 

(x+y)•z=x•z+y•z:Proc  

The corresponding functions are: 

PROCdistrcross2: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

PROCdistrasync2: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM  

DISTRIBUTE COMBINATORS (Properties of restriction and relabelling possible on  -I-
and  +' denoted by o in the rules)  

(x  o  y)[S] : Proc 
(x  o y)[S]= x[S] o y[S] :  Proc  

where S denotes a list of new/old channel names. 

PROCdistrrelab: THM -> THM  

(x  o  y)/{R} : Proc 

(x  o y)/{R} =  x  I  {R}  o  y  I  {R}  :  Proc  

Where  R  denotes a list of restricted channel names. 

PROCdistrres: THM -> THM 

DISTRIBUTIVE  COMBINATOR  (properties of  +')  

x  : Proc 	y:  Proc 	z  : Proc  

x + (y +'  z)  = (x + y) +' (x +  z):  Proc 

PROCdistrichoice: THM -> THM -> THM -> THM  
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TRANSFORMATION  OF CROSS COUPLING 

* act2.P2  :  Proc  
* act2.P2 = (acti U act2).(Pi * P2) :  Proc  

It is a requirement that if a variable  x  is bound in acti it must not occur free in P2 since 
the behaviour of P2 will then change and conversely for act2  and 
premise is 

{ci?x}.{di!x}.Q1  * {c24}.{d2!x}.(22 

and the transformation is performed we obtain 

{ei?x,c2?Y}.({di!x}.(21 * {d2!x}.Q2) 

which is incorrect since {d2!x} is now under the scope of {ci?x}. 

PROCtransfcross: THM -> - THM 

For example, if the 

TRANSFORMATION  OF RELABELLING  

act.P[S] : Proc 
act.P[S] = S(act).(P[S]): Proc 

PROCtransfrelab: THM -> THM  

TRANSFORMATION  OF RESTRICTION  

act.P  {R}  : Proc 
act.P  {R}  =  result:  Proc 

Where 
NULL if some channel name in act is in  R  

result = 
act.(P  {R})  if no channel name  i  I n act is in  R  

PROCtransfres: THM -> THM  

TRANSFORMATION  OF EXTERNAL CHOICE 
act.X :  Proc 	act.Y :  Proc  

act.X act.Y act.(X -I-' Y) : Proc 

PROCtransfchoice: THM -> THM -> THM  

EXECUTION OF COMPLEMENTING COMMUNICATIONS 

({c?x,c!v} U act).P :  Proc  
({c?x,c!v} U act).P = act.P(v1x) :  Proc  

P(v1x) denotes the result of substituting the value of v for every free ocurrence of the 
variable  x  in  P.  The corresponding  ML  function is 

PROCexeccomm: string -> THM -> THM 

where string is the channel name  c  in the rule. There is also an  ML  function 

PROCexecallcomm: THM -> THM 

which when given an argument act.P , will execute all complementing communications in 
act. 
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f p  and 

6.6 Recursive unfolding and fixpoint induction for the type  Proc  

The two rules for fixpoint induction are sound only if every occurrence of  p  in 
f  p x  respectively is guarded. 

RECURSIVE UNFOLDING (non-parameterized processes) 

f  p:  Proc  [p:  Proc]  
reel f  =  f (reel f):  Proc  

REC1: (THM *  string)  -> THM 

where  string  corresponds  to p in the  rule.  

RECURSIVE UNFOLDING (parameterized processes) 

f  p x  :  Proc  [x  : A,p::[A]Proc] 	a : A 
(rec2 f a) = f((rec2 f) a):  Proc  

REC2: (THM * string * string) -> THM -> THM 

where the first string corresponds to  p  and the second to  x.  

FIXPOINT INDUCTION  (non-parameterized processes)  

f p:  Proc  [p:  Proc] 	q  =  f q:  Proc  
q  =  reel f  :  Proc  

FIX1: (THM *  string)  -> THM -> THM 

where  string  corresponds  to p in the  rule. 

FIXPOINT INDUCTION (parameterized processes) 

Proc [x : A,p::[A]Proc] 	gv=f gv: Proc  [v :A] 	a: A  

q  a  = rec2  f a  : Proc 

FIX2: (THM * string * string) -> (THM * string) -> THM -> THM 

where the first string corresponds to  p,  the second to  x  and the third to v. 

fPx:  

7 Derived Rules for Processes 

Since the primitive rules are implemented by  ML-functions it is feasible to implement 
derived rules, i.e., functions applying several primitive rules. The user may implement such 
functions suitable for certain proofs. When implementing rules it is possible to scrutinize 
the theorems given as arguments. For this purpose the predicates and the selectors for 
theorems, judgements and expressions are used, see [For,  Sch  88]. 

In this section we present some available derived rules for processes, especially the 
rules for boxes. The derived general rules are essentially the same as in [Pet 82], but 
extended to handle processes as well. They can be found in appendix A. Among those, 
Hindley/Milner's type checking algorithm (named tc) is worth mentioning. It is now 
extended to also derive the type and the sort of processes. As an example we have: 
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tc  "recl  (Ld  P.  {a.?x}.if  (x  gt 2) ({b!x gt y}.P) ({c!x}.QW: 

which yields  

recl  (La  P.  {a?x}.if  (x  gt 2) ({b!x gt y}.P) ({c!x}.Q)) :  Proc  
[y  : Nat ,  Q  :  Proc]  { a <—> Nat ,  b  <—>  Bool, c  <—> Nat } : THM. 

The system realizes that a,  b  and  c  are channel names, deduces their types and shows the 
sort of the process as the channel context of the resulting theorem. Note that  P  and  x  
are bound in the theorem and thus do not occur in the variable context. 

In many cases it is not possible to give a rule of inference showing exactly what a 
function performs. However, we will explain how, and from which primitive rules, each 
rule is derived. 

EQUAL FIXPOINTS  

p =  f  p : Proc 	q =  f  q : Proc 

p = q : Proc 

eqfixl : THM -> THM -> THM  

p  u 	f  p  u :  Proc  [u : A] 	qv= fqv:Proc [v:A] 	a : A 

pa=qa:Proc 

eqfix2 : string -> THM * string -> THM * string -> THM -> THM 

The rules eqfix1 and eqf ix2 are derived from FIX1 and FIX2 respectively. In eqf ix2 the 
first argument is f, which is an expression abstracted on two variables. The other strings 
correspond to u and v respectively. 

RESTRICTION 

PROCintrres1 : string list -> THM -> THM 

An iterated version of PROCintrres. 
Example: PROCintrres  ["cl",  "c2"] (VARintr PROCform  "P")  
yields a theorem with a sentence of the form `P/{cl,c2}'. 

RELABELING 

PROCintrrelabl 	 (THM 	* string) list -> THM -> THM 
PROCbuildrelabl 	 (string * string) list -> THM -> THM 
PROCbuildrelabl_env: THM list -> (string * string) list -> THM -> THM 

These rules use PROCintrrelab repeatedly. The function PROCintrrelabl takes a list 
of (new, old) elements where new must be a theorem of the form a <--> A (compare with 
PROCintrrelab). 

The function PROCbuildrelabl is similar but it takes new as a string and tries to find 
the type to be communicated by itself. If old is present in the theorem, the function knows 
that new must communicate values of the same type. If old is not present the function 
fails. 

The function PROCbuildrelabl_env takes an environment to use as a last hint to find 
the types to be communicated. If a channel new is used in the environment we assume 
that it should communicate the same type in this case. This is useful when relabeling 
different processes to be connected, e.g., when dealing with boxes. 
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7.1 Rules for boxes 

A box operator, 0, is a derived operator of the form: 
def "&" "Ld a  b.  (a[SR] * b[SL])/{R}". 

It is defined in terms of other operators and is one in a family of boxes. Thus, the name 
of the box must be passed to all rules concerning this operator (the first string argument 
of the rules). It is possible to use several different boxes within a proof. When describing 
the rules we assume that the box is named & and that it is an infix operator of lowest 
priority. Of course the rules work if the box has another name or is a prefix operator as 
well. 

Picture a cell as having channels to the left and to the right (figure 2, page 10). Then 
SR is a renaming of the right hand channels to local links and SL is a renaming of the left 
hand channels to the same local links. 

In the following rules {Rchans} means assumptions about channels that are renamed 
by SR in the definition of the box. {Lchans} is related in the same way to SL. 

When introducing a box the assumptions {Rchans} are discharged from the left cell 
and {Lchans} from the right cell. This is important if one of the cells is "one-sided", i.e., 
a terminator cell. In the common case when both cells are "two-sided" and identical the 
consequence is that no assumptions are discharged in the conclusion. 

BOX INTRODUCTION  

a:  Proc {Rchans} 	b:  Proc {Lchans}  
a  &  b:  Proc  

a =  b  :  Proc  {Rchans} 	c  =  d:  Proc  {Lchans} 
a&c=b&d:Proc 

BOXintr : string -> THM -> THM -> THM 

This rule introduces a box by using the rules PROCintrrelab, PROCintrcross and  PROC  int  rres. 
As mentioned, the first string corresponds to &. 

BOX ASSOCIATIVITY  

a:  Proc {Rchans} 	b  : Proc {Lchans, Rchans} 	c:  Proc {Lchans} 
(a&b)&c=a&(b&c):Proc 

BOXassoc : string -> THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

This rule requires that a,  b  and  c  are guarded. It can be seen as a "meta rule" in the 
sence of not being derivable within the system. It must be derived by induction on the 
structure of the premisse,s. This corresponds to an application of the elimination rule for 
processes. Since we do not have this rule, it is not possible to prove general associativity 
of boxes within the system. Of course the user can prove associativity in each single case, 
but this is tedious. Thus, we have implemented the rule as an additional primitive rule 
with the motivation that it can be verified using paper and pencil. 

BOX  DISTRIBUTIVITY  

a  : Proc {Rchans} 	b : Proc  {Lchans} 	c : Proc  {Lchans}  
a&  (b c) =  (a  & b) +  (a  & c) : Proc  
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a:  Proc  {Rchans} 	b  :  Proc  {Rchans} 	C:  Proc  {Lchans}  
(a +  b)  Sz  c  = (a  k c)  + (I) &  c)  :  Proc  

BOXdistrl : string -> THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 
BOXdistr2: string -> THM -> THM -> THM -> THM 

The distributivity of box is derived from the distributivity of the involved operators. Since 
the axioms for distributing relabelling over choice is powerful enough we can derive this 
rule without using induction on the structure of the premisses. The strategy of BOXdistrl 
is: 

• PROCbuildrelabl on  the  premisses  yields  
a[SR] : Proc 	 (1) 
MS  Li  : Proc 	 (2)  
c[SL] : Proc 	 (3) 
(b  + c)[S  L]  : Proc 	 (4)  

• PROCdistrrelab on  (4)  yields  
(b  + c)[S  L]  = b[SL] + c[SL] :  Proc 

	
(5) 

• PROCintrcross on (REFL  1) and (5)  yields 
a[SR] *  (b  +  c)[.9  Li = aIS  R]  * (b[SL] + c[S  L])  :  Proc 	(6)  

• PROCintrres1 on  (6)  yields 
agi(b +  c)  = (a[S  R)*  (b[SL] + c[S  4)1 {R}  :  Proc 

	
(7) 

• PROCdistrcrossl on  (1), (2) and (3)  yields 
(a[SR] * (b[S  L)+  c[S L]))I{R} = 
(a[S  1?)  * b[S  L])  + (a[SR] * c[S LDI  {R}  :  Proc 

	
(8) 

• PROCdistrres on  (8)  yields 
(a[SR] * b[S  L])  + (a[SR] * c[S  al {R}  = (a&b)+ (a&c) :  Proc 

 
(9) 

• TRANSL on  (7), (8) and (9)  yields 
agz(b +  c)  = (a&b) + (a&c) :  Proc  

BOX  TRANSFORMATION  

a.x : Proc {Rchans} 	b.y : Proc {Lchans} 
a.x Sz b.y =  result  : Proc 

where result = NULL if 

a communicates on Rname and  b  does not involve Lname or if  

b  communicates on Lnarne and a does not involve Rname 

This means that if a cell wants to communicate with its neighbour and its neighbour 
can't participate, then the connection between these processes is reduced to the 
NULL process. 

and result = c.(x'  SI y')  otherwise 

where  c  is the union of a and  b  with all (if any) complementing communications on 
the links executed. This may result in some substitutions in  x  and  y,  which therefore 
are named  x'  and  y'  . 
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BOXtransf :  string  -> THM -> THM -> THM  

The  strategy of BOXtransf  is:  
• PROCbuildrelabl  and  PROCtransfrelab on  the  premisses yield 

a.x1S  R]  =  a'  .(x[S 	:  Proc 	 (1)  
b.y[S  L]  = 1.1.(y[S  L])  :  Proc 	 (2)  

• PROCintrcross on (1), (2) yields 
a.x[S  R]  * b.y[S L] = a' .(x[S 	* .(y[SL]) 

	
(3) 

• PROCtransfcross on  the right  hand  side  of  (3)  yields  
a'  .(x[S 	* .(y[S Li) =  (a' U  b').(x[S  R]  * y[S Li) :  Proc 	 (4)  

• PROCexecallcomm on  the right  hand  side  of  (4)  yields  
(a' U  b').(s[SR] * y[S  L])  : 	R]  * 	L])  :  Proc 

	
(5) 

• PROCintrres1 on transitivity of (3), (4) and (5) yields 
a.x&b.y = c.(4.911]* 	L]) I  {R}  :  Proc 	 (6) 

• PROCdistrres on the right hand side of (6) and transitivity yields 
a.x&b.y = c.(x'Szy') , or 
a.x&b.y = NULL 

BOX  EXPANSION 

••• 	an•An) & (bi•BI 	bm.Bm): Proc  

R1,1 + ..• Ri jn+ 
(ai.A1 	 + + bm.Bni) = : 	 :  Proc  

••• 	14.,171 

where Rn,„, is according to the result of BOXtransf, i.e., NULL or cn,„,.(4 &  B).  The 
premise of the rule may also be of the form a =  b:  Proc,  then  b  is expanded and the result 
is a = expand(b) :  Proc.  

EXPAND: string -> THM -> THM 

The strategy is recursion over the choices in the premise. 

• a1.A1  Sz 	(no choices) 

Apply BOXtransf 

• 	a1.A1  & b1.B1 	bi.B, (choices only in the right argument of Rz) 

Recursion over the right argument of 8z. 
BOXdistrl yields 
ai.A1 	+ + bi.Bi = 
(ai.A1  & bi.Bi 	•.• 	 i4z bi.B,):  Proc 

	
(1) 

EXPAND the two terms in the right hand side of (1) separately (recursively): 
(ai.A1  & 	 =  Ri  :  Proc 	 (2) 
(ai.,41  Si bi.B2) =  R,  :  Proc 	 (3) 
PROCintrchoice on (2) and (3) and 
PROCnullchoice to remove NULL results that may arise in R1  or  R,.  
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• ai  .Ai 	... cti.,4,44/ 	 b,.B, (choices in both arguments of Sz) 

Similar to previous case, but with recursion over the left argument of tgz. 

8 Proving a Palindrome Recognizer Correct 

Consider a machine with infinite capacity which is capable of recognizing palindromes. 
The sort of the machine is {Lbool <—>  B  ool , Lsym <—> Nat} . The environment (user) 
communicates with the machine through the channels Lsym and Lbool. Initially the ma-
chine may idle indefinitely, but as soon as the environment asks if the machine contains 
a palindrome it is activated. Then the environment interacts with the machine by alter-
nately sending a symbol on channel Lsym to the machine and receiving a boolean value 
on channel Lbool, which is true if the sequence of symbols sent thus far form a palindrome. 
As indicated by the sort of the machine, symbols are natural numbers. The environment 
and the machine are running in parallel synchronously. We will give a specification  (P)  
and an implementation (114) of this machine, they are both recursive processes and written 
in the language used in this paper. When considered as expressions they are syntactically 
different; However, we can prove that they are test congruent processes. The proof is 
first presented as done with paper and pencil and then we show it as done with LIPS. A 
version of a palindrome recognizer with bounded capacity and some minor changes in the 
specification and the implementation can be found in [Hen 86]. The proof described there 
has also been done with LIPS. 

8.1 Specification 

The specification of the machine described above is represented by the process  P,  defined 
as,  

P = {}.P Pal(nil),  

where Pal is defined as 

Pal(l) = {Lbool!ispal(l)}.{Lsym?x}.Pal(l ++  x).  

Note that when  P  is activated it becomes the process Pal (nil). The capacity of Pal(l) is 
unbounded and it stores the symbols in a list I. The boolean function  ispal  is defined as, 
ispal(l) 	egNatIst (I, rev(l)), where the boolean function egNatIst decides equality on 
List Nat. The infix operator ++ appends an element at the end of a list. 

8.2 Implementation 

The implementation  M is  a systolic system. It consists of an array of cells  C,  each identical 
and connected as in figure 4. The environment communicates with the systolic system 
on the channels Lsym and Lbool at the left end. To connect the cells we use the derived 
operator &  (D),  described in section 2 and section 7. The following definition of Sz is 
suggested. 

F &  G  (F[Ibooll Rbool,Isyml Rsyrn] * G[Ibooll Lbool,Isyml Lsym]) I {Ibool, Isym} 

The entire systolic system is recursively defined as 

M = {}.M +N  
N  = {Lbool!true}.{Lsym?s}.{Lboontrue}.C(s) & M. 
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Rbool 	 Lbool 
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Rsym 	 Lsym 

Lbool 

Lsym 

Rbool 

Rsym  

Figure 4: Two cells in a systolic array. 

The process M may idle indefinitely, but once activated it alternates between inputting a 
symbol and outputting a boolean value, it will also create a new cell C(s) for each symbol 
s received. A simple cell C(s) has the following definition. 

C(s) = {Lsym?y,Rbool?v}. 
{Lbool!(eqNat s  y  and v),Rsym!y}.C(s), 

where eqNat is the boolean function deciding equality on Nat. Note that the process C(s) 
is not a family of processes since the value of s will never change. 

Consider the first cell created, it is the leftmost cell in the array. In s it statically 
keeps the first symbol given to the array. The strategy of its behaviour is to ask for a new 
symbol and store it in  y  and simultaneously ask its right neighbour for a value which says 
if the center of the sequence form a palindrome, this is stored in v. The symbol stored in  
y  is always the last symbol given to the array. Then it outputs true to the left if the first 
and last symbol are equal and v is true and simultaneously send the last symbol to the 
right. 

In the systolic system symbols advance from left to right and boolean values advance 
from right to left. The behaviour of  P  is rather easy to understand whereas the behaviour 
of  M is  more complicated. It is typical of systolic systems, each cell is identical and has 
a simple behaviour and when connected we obtain a system with a complicated overall 
behaviour. However, we will prove that  P  = M :  Proc.  

8.3 	Description of the proof 

We first make an auxiliary definition of a parameterized process D(I). 

{ D(nil) =  N  
D(a I) = {Lbool!ispal(a ::1)}.(C(a) & D(I)) 

The strategy is to show that  D(/)  = Pal(l) :  Proc  for all I : List Nat. This cannot be 
done directly by structural induction on 1, since the definition of Pal(1) is not primitive 
recursive. Instead, we first show that D(I) satisfies the definition of Pal(1) by structural • 
induction on 1, and with this information we can use fixpoint induction for parameterized 
processes to obtain D(1) = Pal(l). So, D(nil) = Pal(nil) (when I = nil) and moreover 
Pal(nil) =  N.  Thus,  P  =  {}.P  +  N  and by definition of M, M = {}.M +  N.  We see 
that both  P  and M are fixpoints to the the function (Ld  q. {}.q  +  N).  Since a fixpoint 
is unique (if every occurrence of  q  is guarded), we can conclude by the rule eqfixl that  
P  = M. 

In the proof we need some properties of the function  ispal  and the operator ++. The 
most significant of these is 

Lemma 1 ispal((a::1) ++y) = eqNat a y and ispal(1). 
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This result is obtained by an ordinary proof in type theory that does not involve the type  
Proc,  so we do not describe it. 

Theorem 1 D(1) satisfies the definition of Pal(l). 

proof: We show that 

D(1) = {Lbooflispal(1)}.{Lsym?x}.D(1 ++  x) 
	

(1) 

by structural induction on 1. 

base step: (1= nil) By definition of  D  and  N,  the left side in (1) becomes 

D(nil) =  N  = {Lbool!true}.{Lsym?x}.{Lbool!true}.(C(x) & M). 

By definition of  D,  the right side in (1) becomes 

{Lbool!ispal(ni1)}.{Lsyrn?x}.{Lbool!ispal(x ni1)}.(C(x) &  N),  

since ispal(nil) = ispal(x 2 nil) = true, we have 

{Lbool!true}.{Lsym?x}.{Lbool!true}.(C(x) &  N).  

This is almost the definition of  N.  It remains to show 

C(x) &  N 	C(x) & M. 	 (2) 

One application of EXPAND to each side in (2) will yield two equal expressions. 
Thus 

D(nil) = {Lbool!ispal(ni1)}.{Lsym?x}.D(nil ++  x).  

induction hypothesis: (1 = m) 

D(m) = {Lbool!ispal(m)}.{Lsym?x}.D(rn ++  x)  

induction step: (1 = a:: m) We show that 

	

D(a m) = {Lbool!ispal(a m)}.{Lsym?x}.D((a m) 	x) 
	

(3) 

by transforming the left side until it is equal to the right side. By definition of  D  

D(a 	m) = {Lbool!ispal(a m)}.(C(a) & D(m)). 	 (4) 

By induction hypothesis (4) becomes 

D(a m) = {Lbool!ispal(a m)}. 

	

(C(a) & {Lbool!ispal(rn)}.{Lsym?x}.D(m ++  x)). 	(5) 

Consider the expression 

C(a) & {Lbool!ispal(m)}.{Lsym?x}.D(m ++  x) 
	

(6) 

in (5). One application of EXPAND to (6) yields 

{Lsym?y}.({Lbool!(eqNat a  y  and ispal(m)),Rsym!yl.C(a) & D(m++x)) (7) 
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we apply EXPAND to the expression 

(Lbool!(eqNat a  y  and ispal(m)),Rsym!y}.C(a) & D(m++x) 

in (7) and obtain 

{Lbool!(eqNat a  y  and ispal(m))}.(C(a) & D(m-F-i-y)) 
	

(8) 

which is by Lemma 1 

{Lbooflispal((a m) 	y)}.(C(a) & D(m+-1-y)). 	 (9) 

By definition of  D  (9) is 
D((a m) ++  y). 	 (10) 

Introducing the actions {Lsyin?y} and {Lbool!ispal(a m)} at the beginning of 
(10) yields 

{Lbool!ispal(a n2)}.{Lsym?y}.D((a :: in) ++  y),  

which is the right side in equation 3. 

Theorem 2 D(1) = Pal(1). 

proof: Since D(1) satisfies the definition of Pal(1) by Theorem 1, we can use the rule FIX2, 
which is fixpoint induction for parameterized processes. We then obtain D(1) = Pal(1) for 
all  i:  List Nat. 

Theorem 3  P  = M. 

proof: From Theorem 2 we may conclude D(nil) = Pal(nil), Since D(nil) =  N  by 
definition of  D  we obtain Pal(nil) =  N.  By definition of M we have 

M = {}.M  N 	 (1) 

and since Pal(nil) =  N  the definition of  P  becomes  

P  =  {}.P  4-  N. 	 (2) 

Since (1) and (2) have equal fixpoints applying eqfixl to (1) and (2) yields  

P  = M :  Proc.  

8.4 Proving the palindrome recognizer with LIPS 

Although the proof above looks rather straightforward there are some steps which must 
be taken care of when performing it interactively. For example the statement eqNat  x x  
is obviously true but when using LIPS one must actually prove that eqNat  x x  -= true :  
Bool  which can be easily done by induction on  x.  We feel that one should have a library 
of useful lemmas such as this one to be able to perform proofs fast. Below is presented an 
interaction with LIPS when proving  P  = M :  Proc.  
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defset "Bool" ["true", "false]; 

"case"; 

"and" "Ld x y.  if  x y false"; 

infixop 2 "and"; 

(* 	 *) 

def "++" "Ld 1 x.listrec (x::nil) (Ld a l' r.a::r) 1"; 

infixop 2 "++"; 

def "rev" "listrec nil (Ld a z w.(w ++ a)) "; 

def "null" "listrec true (Ld a 1 p.false)"; 

(* 	 *) 

clef "iszero" "natrec true (Ld a p,false)"; 

def "eqyat" ("Ld  x  y.apply (natrec (lambda (Ld z.(iszero z))) 
(Ld a  p.  (lambda (Ld z.natrec false 

(Ld a' p'.apply  p  a') 
z)))  

x) 

y"); 

def "ecglatlst" ("Ld Li L2. 
apply(listrec (lambda (Ld z.(null z))) 	 II" 

(Ld al  cl  r1.(lambda (Ld z.listrec false 
(Ld a2 c2 r2. 
((eciliat al a2) 

and 
(apply  ri  c2))) "- 

z))) 
L1) 

L2"); 

def "ispal" "Ld L .(eqyatlst L (rev L))"; 

(* 	  

def 	("Ld F Q. 

def 

def 

ljfI  

* )  
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"(F[Ibool/Rbool,Isym/Rsym] * Q[Ibool/Lbool,Isym/Lsym])/{Ibool,Isym}"); 

infixop 1 "&"; 

(* A specification of the palindrome recognizer. *) 

def "Palbody" "Ld  Q  1.{Lbool!(ispal 1)}.{Lsym?x}.Q (1 ++  x)";  

def "Pal" "rec2 Palbody"; 

def  "P" "recl  (Ld  G. {}.G  + (Pal nil))"; 

(* 
A simple cell  C  in the systolic system. 
Note that the parameter  x  of  C  will never change, therefore it is sufficient 
to use the  recl  combinator. 
*) 

def "C" ("Ld x. recl (Ld F. 
{Lsym?y,Rbool?v}.{Lbool!((eciNat x y) and v),Rsym!yl.F)"); 

(* The systolic implementation is the machine M. *) 

def "M" ("recl (Ld F.{}.F + 
{Lbool!true}.{Lsym?s}.{Lboolitrue}.((C s) & F))"); 

def "N" "{Lbool!true}.{Lsym?s}.{Lboortrue}.((C s) & M)"; 

def "D" "listrec N (Ld a c r. {Lbool!(ispal (a::c))}.((C a) & r))"; 

(* 	  * ) 

val  BOXintr = BOXintr "&";  
val  EXPAND = EXPAND "&";  

val List_Nat = provetype "List Nat"; 

(* 	 *) 

(* Show that D(1) satisfies the definition of Pal(1) i.e.,  D  1 = Palbody  D  1 *) 

(* proof: Structural induction on L *) 

(* base: L = nil *)  

val  Dnil = et_to  "D  nil"  "N"; 

D  nil =  N  :  Proc  U{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 
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val PalDnil_thl = et_to "Palbody D  nil"  
"{Lboortrue}.aLsym?x}.({Lboor(eqNat x x and true)}.(C x & N)))"; 

(* 	 *) 
(* Need to show eqNat  x x  = true :  Bool  *) 
(* Proof: Induction on  x 	 *) 

(* base: x=0 *)  
val  base_step = (et "eqNat zero zero"); 

eqNat  zero zero  = true : Bool C] : THM 

(*  induction hypothesis:  x.k *) 
val ind_hyp = EQelim (VARintr (EQform (provetype "Bool") (tc "eqNat k k") 

(tc "true")) "ind_hyp"); 

eqNat k k = true : Bool [k : Nat, ind_hyp : Eq Bool (eqNat k k) true] : THM 

(*  induction  step: x = succ k *) 
val ind_step = TRANS (et "eqNat (succ k) (succ k)") ind_hyp; 

eqNat (succ k) (succ k) = true : Bool 
[k : Nat, ind_hyp : Eq Bool (eqNat k k) true] : THM 

val eqNat_th = EQelim (Natelim (EQintr base_step) 
(EQintr ind_step,"k","ind_hyp") (Natvar "x")); 

eqNat x x = true : Bool [x : Nat] : THM 

(*  

val bl = SUBST(eqNat_th,"b") 

(REFL (tc "{Lbool!b  and  true}.(C x & N)")); 

{Lboor(eqNat x x  and  true)}.(C x & N) = 
{Lbool!(true  and  true)}.(C x & N) : Proc [x : NatMLbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat}: THM 

val  b2  = PROCintrseqin ("Lsym","Nat","x")  b1;.  
val  b3  = PROCintrseqout ("Lbool","Bool","true")  b2;  

val PalDnil = TRANS PalDnil_thl (evalthm b3); 

Palbody D  nil  = {Lbool!true}.({Lsym?x}.({Lboortrue}.(C x & N))) : Proc 
D{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

(* remains to showCx&N=Cx& M 	 *) 

(* first prove that  C  and M satisfies the recursion equations *)  

val Cx = REC1 (tc "{Lsym?y,Rbool?v}.{Lbool!((eqNat x y) and v),Rsym!yI.F","F"); 

C x = {Lsym?y,Rbool?v}.({Lboor(eqNat x y  and  v),Rsym!y}.0 x) : Proc  
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Ex : Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Rbool<->Bool, Lbool<->Bool, Rsym<->Nat} : THM 

val M = REC1 (tc ("{}.F + {Lboortrue}. 

"{Lsym?s}.{Lboortrue}.((C s) & F)"),"F"); 

M  =  {}.M  + N : Proc 0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

val  Cx_box_N = EXPAND (BOXintr Cx (REFL (tc  "N"))); 

C x & N = {Lsym?y}. ({Lboor(eqNat x y  and  true),Rsym!y}.0 x & {Lsym?s}. 

({Lboortrue}.(C  s  &  M)))  : Proc  
Ex  : Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Lbool<->Bool} : THM 

val  Cx_box_M = EXPAND (BOXintr Cx M);  

C x &  M  = {Lsym?y}.({Lboor(eqNat x y  and  true),Rsym!y}.0 x & {Lsym?s}. 

({Lboortrue}.(C  s  &  M)))  : Proc 

[x : Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Lbool<->Bool} : THM 

val CxN_eq_CxM = TRANS Cx_box_N (SYM Cx_box_M); 

Cx&N=Cx&M:  Proc  Ex : Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Lbool<->Bool} : 

(* 
Sincexis free inCx&N.Cx&Mand bound in 

{Lboortrue}.{Lsym?x}.{Lbool!true}.Z we can not perform 

a substitution. Instead we build the desired expression. 
*)  

THM 

val b4 = PROCintrseqout ("Lbool","Bool","true") CxN_eq_CxM; 

val b5 = PROCintrseqin ("Lsym","Nat","x") b4; 
val b6 = PROCintrseqout ("Lbool","Bool","true") b5; 

val base = TRANS Dnil (SYM (TRANS PalDnil b6)); 

D  nil  = Palbody D  nil  :  Proc  EHLbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Natl : THM 

(* induction hypothesis: L = 1 *)  

val  indhyp = EQelim(VARintr (EQform PROCform (tc  "D  1") (tc "Palbody  D  1")) 

"indhyp");  

D  1  = {Lboorispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D  (1  ++ x)) : Proc  

[1  :  List Nat,  indhyp : Eq Proc (D  1)  ({Lboorispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D  (1  ++ x)))] 

{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

(* induction step: L = a::1 

Show that  D  (a::1) = Palbody  D  (a::1) by transforming left side 

until it is equal to the right side. *)  

val PalDcons_al = et_to "Palbody D (a::1)" 
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"{Lbool!(ispal (a::1))}.{Lsym?x}.(D ((a::1) ++ x))"; 

val Dcons_al = et_to "D (a::1)" "{Lbool!(ispal (a::1))}.((C a) & (D 1))"; 

(* by induction hypothesis *)  
val  ti = TRANS Dcons_al 

(SUBST(indhyp,"Z") (REFL (tc "{Lbool!ispal (a :: 1)}.(C a & Z)")));  

D  (a  ::  1)  = 
{Lboorispal  (a  ::  1)}.(C a  & {Lbool!ispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D  (1  ++ x)))  
[a  :  Nat, 1  :  List Nat,  
indhyp : Eq Proc (D  1)  ({Lbool!ispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D  (1  ++ x)))] 
{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

: Proc 

(* apply EXPAND to the term  C  a & {Lbool!ispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D (1 ++  x))  *)  
val  t3 = EXPAND (BOXintr (SUBST(REFL (Natvar "a"),"x") Cx) 

(REFL (tc '{Lbool!ispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D (1 ++  x))"))); 

C a & {Lbool!ispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D (1 ++ x)) = 
{Lsym?y}.({Lbool!(eqNat a y and ispal 1),Rsym!y}.0 a & {Lsym?x}.D (1 ++ x)):Proc 
[a : Nat, 1 : List Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Lbool<->Bool} : THM 

(* apply EXPAND to the term 
{Lboor(eqNat a  y  and  ispal  1),Rsym!y}.0 a & {Lsym?x}.D (1 ++  x)  *)  

val  t4 = EXPAND (BOXintr 
(REFL (tc "{Lboor(eqNat a  y  and  ispal  1),Rsym!y}.(C a)")) 
(REFL (tc "{Lsym?x}.(D (1 ++  x))")));  

{Lboor(eqNat a y and ispal 1),Rsym!y}.0 a & {Lsym?x}.D (1 ++ x) = 
{Lboor(eqNat a y and ispal 1)}.(C a & D (1 ++ y)) :  Proc  
[a : Nat, y : Nat, 1 : List Nat]{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Natl : THM 

val lemmal = getthm "ispal_lemma.thm";  

ispal (a :: 1 ++ y) = eqNat a y and ispal 1 : Bool 
[a : Nat, y : Nat, 1 : List Nat] : THM 

val t5 = SUBST(lemmal,"b") (REFL (tc "{Lbool!b}.(C a & D (1 ++  

{Lbool!ispal (a :: 1 ++ y)}.(C a & D (1 ++ y)) = 
{Lboor(eqNat a y and ispal 1)}.(C a & D (1 ++ y)) :  Proc  
[a : Nat, y : Nat, 1 : List Nat]{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Natl : THM 

val th_D = et_to "D ((a::1) ++ y)" 
"{Lbool!ispal (a :: 1 ++ y)}.(C a & D (1 ++ y))"; 

val t6 = PROCintrseqin ("Lsym","Nat","y") (TRANS t4 (SYM (TRANS th_D t5))); 

{Lsym?y}.({Lbool!(eqNat a y and ispal 1),Rsym!y}.0 a & {Lsym?x}.D (1 ++ x)) 
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{Lsym?y}.D  (a  ::  1  ++ y) : Proc  
[a  :  Nat, 1  :  List  Nat]{Lsym<->Nat, Lbool<->Bool} : THM 

val indstep = TRANS ti 
(PROCintrseqout ("Lbool","Bool","ispal (a::1)") (TRANS t3 t6)); 

D (a  ::  1)  = Palbody D  (a  ::  1)  : Proc  
[a  :  Nat, 1  :  List Nat,  
indhyp : Eq Proc (D  1)  ({Lboorispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D  (1  ++ x)))] 
{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

val theoreml = EQelim (LISTelim (EQintr base) 
(EQintr indstep,"a","1","indhyp") 
(VARintr List_Nat "1")); 

D 1  = {Lboorispal 1}.({Lsym?x}.D Cl ++ x)) : Proc  
[1  :  List  Nat]{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

val theorem2 = FIX2 (tc "Palbody Q 1","Q","1") (theoreml,"1") 
(LISTintrnil List_Nat); 

D nil  = Pal  nil  :  Proc  0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} THM 

val P = REC1 (tc "*.G + (Pal nil)","G"); 

P = {}.P + Pal  nil  :  Proc  0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

val  fl  = TRANS (SYM theorem2) Dnil; 

Pal  nil  = N :  Proc  0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

val f2 = SUBST (fl,"Q") (REFL (tc "{}.P + 

val P_th = TRANS P f2; 

P = 	+ N :  Proc  0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} THM 

val theorem3 = eqfixl P_th M; 

P = M :  Proc  0{Lbool<->Bool, Lsym<->Nat} : THM 

9 A Proof of an Unbounded Counter 

In this section a specification of an unbounded counter is transformed to an equivalent 
systolic implementation. The counter communicates on two channels, up and  dn.  The 
number of communications on  dn  may never exceed the number on up. 

In this case we are only interested in communications as synchronization, i.e., as syn-
chronization pulses. The value passed is of no interest and thus the sort of the counter is  

p  <—> A ,  dn  <—>  B},  where A and  B  are arbitrary types. There is no need to prove any 
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lemmas over the data domain, on the other hand the infinite nature of the implementation 
is more complex compared to the palindrome machine. 

We first give a description of the proof and then show it as performed with LIPS. 

9.1 Definitions of the processes 

Consider the following specification of an unbounded counter  C.  

C(n) = if  n  = 0 then 

{up?}.C(1)+ {}.C(0) 
else 

{up?}.C(n +1) {dn?}.C(n — 1) + {}.C(n) 

Since we are only interested in synchronization the values to be sent on channels are 
omitted. When the process is in state 0 it can only participate in an up-communication. 
Otherwise, it can participate in an up- or a  dn-communication. In addition there is always 
a possibility to idle; this property of the defined processes is now mentioned once for all. 

The implementation is a systolic array of simple one-bit cells  P,  defined as: 

P(0) = {up?}.P(1) {dn?,rdn!}.P(0)+ {}.P(0) 
P(1) = {up?,rup!}.P(1) {dn?}.P(0)+ {}.P(1) 

A cell can be in two distinct states. When it is in state zero it can either receive a signal 
on channel up or receive a signal on channel  dn  if it simultaneously can send a signal on 
channel rdn. The behavior of P(1) is corresponding. 

To obtain a systolic system we connect the cells using the derived operator 0, described 
in section 2. The following defintion of 0 is suggested. 

FOG 	(F[lkuplrup,lkdnIrdn]* G[lkuplup,lkdnIdel{lkup,lkdn} 

So the entire systolic system can be defined as 

P(0)0P(0)0P(0)0 

or recursively as 
M = P(0)13M 

However, this definition of M is not guarded. Therefore we suggest an equivalent definition 
where the process M is guarded. 

M = {up?}.P(1)DM {}.M 

The process M is a self replicating machine consisting of as many connected cells as needed. 
The fact that the machine M is an implementation of  C  is shown by proving that M and 
C(0) are test congruent processes, i.e., that M = C(0). 
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9.2 Description of the proof 

The definition of M does not express the current state (count value) of the machine. Thus, 
we cannot show M = C(0) directly by induction. Therefore we introduce  EM,  consisting 
of  n  P(1) cells, in front of M. It is defined as: 

EM(0) = M 

EM(n 1) = P(1)DEM(n). 

The parameter  n  of EM(n) is the current state (count value). 
We will show that C(n) = EM(n), which yields C(0) = M with  n  = 0. First, we will 

show that EM(n) satisfies the definition of C(n) by induction on  n.  Then we will use 
fixpoint induction to obtain C(n) = EM(n). To do this, we need a few lemmas. 

Lemma 1 P(0)DP(1) = P(1)DP(0) 

proof: Apply EXPAND to each side 

P(0)OP(1) = {up?}.(P(1)0P(1)) 
{dn?}.(P(0)DP(0)) {} .(P(0)0P(1)) 

P(1)DP(0) = {up?}.(P(1)DP(1)) 

{dn?) .(P(0)0P(0)) {} .(P  (1)0 P(0)). 

The equations 1 and 2 have equal fixpoints. Thus, applying the derived rule eqfixl to 1 
and 2 gives us Lemma 1. 

Lemma 2 P(0)DEM(n) = EM(n) 

proof: This is possible to prove since the counter is unbounded. Since  EM  is recursively 
defined over natural numbers we use induction on  n.  

base step:  (n  = 0) We have EM(0)= M, so by replacing M by EM(0) in the definition 
of M we obtain  

E  M (0) = {up?}.P(1)DEM(0) {}.EM(0). 	 (1) 

We introduce 0 between P(0) and 1 and then apply EXPAND, to obtain 

P(0)DEM(0) = {up?}.P(1)DEM(0) {}.P(0)0EM(0). 	(2) 

Since 1 and 2 have equal fixpoints we can use eqfixl, to obtain 

P(0)DEM(0) = EM(0). 	 (3) 

induction hypothesis: 

P(0)DEM(n) = EM(n) 

induction step: By definition of  EM  

P(0)DEM(n + 1) = P(0)0(P(1)DE M  (n)).  
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Since  EI  is associative we obtain by rule BOXassoc 

From Lemma 1 we obtain 

by  B  0 Xassoc 

and by induction hypothesis 

Finally by definition of  EM  

= (P(0)0P(1))DEM(n). 

= (P(1)0/3(0))DEM(n) 

= P(1)0(P(0)DEM(n)) 

= P(1)13EM(n). 

= EM(n +1). 

Lemma 3 EM(n) satisfies the definition of C(n). 

proof: We show that 

EM(n) = if  n  = 0 then 

{up?}.EM(1)-F {}.EM(0) 

else 

{up?}.EM(n +1) {dn?}.EM(n — 1)-E {}.EM(n). 

by induction on  n.  

base step:  (n  = 0). By definition of  EM  and M 

EM(0)= M = {up?}.(P(1)0M) {}.M 

but 
P(1)0M = EM(1)  

thus 
EM(0)= {up?}.EM(1)+ {}.EM(0).  

induction hypothesis: 

EM(n) = if  n  = 0 then 

{up?}.EM(1)+ {}.EM(0) 

else 

{up?}.EM(n +1) {dn?}.EM(n — 1) + {}.EM(n). 

induction step: Show that 

EM(n +1) = {up?}.EM(n -1- 2) + {dn?}.EM(n) -E {}.EM(n -1- 1). 	(1) 

By definition  of  EM 
EM(n d- 1) = P(1)OEM(n) 	 (2) 
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and by induction hypothesis 

P(1)DEM(n) = P(1)0 

(if  n  = 0 then 

{up?).EM(1)+ {}.EM(0) 

else 
{up?}.EM(n+ 1) + {dn?}.EM(n — 1) + {}.EM(n)). (3) 

We would like to expand the right hand side of 3. However, before applying EXPAND 
we must evaluate the "if" expression. Since we do not know the value of  n  we must 
use induction on it. In this case we only consider the two cases  n  = 0 and  n  =  x  +1, 
an induction hypothesis is not needed. Applying EXPAND to each of the two cases 
obtained, i.e., to the right hand side of P(1)DEM(0) and P(1)DEM(n +1), yields 

P(1)DEM(0) = {up?}.(P(1)c(P(1)0EM(0))) 

{dn?}.(P(0)0EM(0)) 

{}.(P(1)CEM(0)). 

P(1)DEM(n +1) = {up?}.(P(1)0(P(1)DEM(n +1))) + 

{dn?).(P(0)DEM(n +1)) + 

{}.(P(1)0EM(n +1)). 

By induction we may conclude that 

P(1)DEM(fl) = {up?}.(P(1)0(P(1)CIEM(n)))+ 

{dn?}.(P(0)DEM(n))+ 
{}.(P(1)0EM(n)). 

From 2 and 6 we obtain 

EM(n +1) = {up?}.EM(n + 2)) + 

{dn?}.(P(0)DEM(n)) 

{}.EM(n 1- 1). 

From Lemma 2 we know that 

EM(n) = P(0)DEM(n) 

• thus equation 7 becomes 

EM(n +1) = {up?}.EM(n + 2) + 

{dn?}.EM(n)-F 
{}.EM(n +1) 

which finishes the induction step. 

Theorem 1 C(0) = M 

proof: Since EM(n) satisfies the definition of C(n) we can use the rule FIX2, which is 
fixpoint induction for parameterized processes. Then we obtain C(n) = EM(n) for any 
natural number  n.  By putting  n  = 0 we obtain C(0) = EM(0) and by definition of  EM  
we have EM(0)= M. Thus, we have finished the proof of C(0) = M. 
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9.3 Performing the proof with LIPS 

In this section we show the proof as performed with LIPS. The following is an example of 
an interaction: 

defset "Bool" [false", true]; 

def "0" 	"zero"; 
def "1" 	"succ(0)"; 
def "pred" 	"natrec 0 (Ld a p.a)"; 
clef "iszero" "natrec true (Ld a p.false)"; 

def "P" 
("rec2 (Ld F x.case x 

<{up?o}.F true + {dn?o,rdn!zero}.F false + {}.F false>"- 
<{up?o,rup!zero}.F true + {dn?o}.F false + {}.F true>)"); 

def "Cbody" 
("Ld F x.case (iszero x) 

<{up?o}.F (succ x) + {dn?o}.F (pred x) + {}.F x> "- 
<{up?o}.F (succ x) + {}.F x>  

def "C" "rec2 Cbody"; 

def "&" "Ld F G.(F[lkup/rup,lkdn/rdn] * G[lkup/up,lkdn/dn])/{1kup,lkdn} 

infixop 1 "&"; 

def "M"  "recl (Ld F.{up?o}.(P true & F) +  

def "EM" "natrec M (Ld a b.(P true) & b)"; 

val  BOXintr = BOXintr "&";  
val  BOXassoc = BOXassoc "&";  
val  EXPAND = EXPAND "&"; 

(* 
(* Prove that  P  satisfies the recursion equations. 

val Pbody = 
tc("case x 

<{up?o}.F true + {dn?o,rdn!zero}.F false + {}.F false>"- 
<{up?o,rup!zero}.F true + {dn?o}.F false + {}.F true> "); 

val  PO  = tc "P false"; 
val P1 = tc "P true"; 

val th_PO = evalthm (REC2 (Pbody,"F","x") (SETintr "false")); 
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P false  = {up?o}.P  true  + {dn?o,rdn!O}.P  false  +  {}.P false  : Proc  
[A  :  Ui,  B  :  U1]-(up<->A,  dn<->B,  rdn<->Nat, rup<->Nat} 	THM  

val th_Pi = evalthm (REC2 (Pbody,"F","x") (SETintr "true")); 

P  true = {up?o,rup!O}.P true + {dn?o}.P false +  {}.P  true :  Proc  
[A : 131,  B  : U1]{up<->A,  dn<->B,  rdn<->Nat, rup<->Nat} : THM 

(* 	 *) 

(* Some useful theorems about the machine. 	 *)  

val  Mbody = tc "{up?o}.((P true) & F) +  

val  th_M = REC1 (Mbody,"F"); 

M  = {up?o}.(P  true  &  M)  +  {}.M  : Proc  
[A  :  131,  B : Ull{up<->A, dn<->B} : THM 

val EMO = tc "EM 0"; 

val EMn = tc "EM n"; 

val EMsn = tc "EM (succ n)"; 

val thi_EMO = evalthm EMO;  

EM 0  =  M  : Proc  [A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  

val th_EMO = TRANSL[thl_EMO, th_M, 

SUBST (SYM thl_EMO,"X") 

(REFL(tc "{up?o}.((2  true) & X) +  

EM 0  = {up?o}.(P  true  &  EM 0)  +  {}.EM 0  : Proc  
[A  :  131,  B : Ul]{up<->A, dn<->B} : THM 

val th_EMsn = evalthm EMsn;  

EM  (succ n) = P  true  &  EM  n : Proc  
[A  :  U1,  B : Vi, n : Natl{up<->A, dn<->B} : THM 

(* 	  

(* Show that PO & Pi = Pi & PO 	(lemmal)  

val  th_box_Pl_PO = EXPAND (BOXintr th_Pi th_PO);  

P  true &  P  false 

{up?o}.(P true & P true) + {dn?o}.(P false & P false) + 
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{}.(P  true  & P  false)  

: Proc  

[A  : Vi, B : 1J13{up<->A, dn<->B, rdn<->Nat, rup<->NatI : THM 

val  th_box_PO_Pl = EXPAND (BOXintr th_PO th_P1);  

P false  & P  true  

{up?o}.(P  true  & P  true)  + {dn?o}.(P  false  & P  false)  + 
{}.(P  false  & P  true)  

: Proc  

[A  : Vi, B : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B, rdn<->Nat, rup<->Nat} : THM 

val th_lemmal = eqfixl th_box_PO_Pl th_box_Pl_PO ; 

P false  & P  true  = P  true  & P  false  : Proc  

[A  : Vi, B : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B, rdn<->Nat, rup<->Nat} : THM 

(* Show that box PO EMn = EMn 	(lemma2) 

(* Base *)  

val  thl_lemma2 = EXPAND (BOXintr th_PO th_EM0);  

P false  &  EM 0  = {up?o}.(P  true  &  EM 0)  + {}.(P  false  &  EM 0)  : Proc  
[A  : Vi, B : UlHup<->A, dn<->BI  : THM 

val base_lemma2 = eqfixl thl_lemma2 th_EMO; 

P false  &  EM 0  =  EM 0  : Proc  [A  : Vi, B : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B} : THM 

(* Ind hyp *) 

val ihyp_lemma2 

EQelim(VARintr (Egform PROCform (BOXintr  PO  EMn) EMn) "ihyp"); 

P false  &  EM n  =  EM n  : Proc  

[A  :  Vi, B  :  Ui,  n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (P false  &  EM n) (EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn(->B}  : THM 

(* Ind step *)  

val th7_1emma2 = BOXintr (REFL  PO)  th_EMsn;  
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P false  &  EM  (succ  n)  =  P false  &  (P true  &  EM n)  :  Proc  
[A  : Ui,  B  : Ui,  n  : Nat]{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM  

val  th8_1emma2 = BOXassoc PO P1 EMn;  

P false  &  (P true  &  EM n)  =  P false  &  P true  &  EM n  :  Proc  
[A  : Ui,  B  : Ui,  n  : Nat]{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM  

val th9_1emma2 = BOXintr th_lemmal (REFL EMn); 

P false  &  P true  &  EM n  =  P true  &  P false  &  EM n  : Proc  
[A  :  U1, B  :  Ui,  n  : Nat]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  

val  th10_1emma2 = SYM(BOXassoc P1 PO EMn);  

P true  & P  false  &  EM  n = P  true  & (P  false  &  EM  n) : Proc  
[A  :  U1,  B :  U1,  n : NatHup<->A, dn<->BI  THM 

val thll_lemma2 = BOXintr (REFL P1) ihyp_lemma2; 

P true  &  (P false  &  EM n)  =  P true  &  EM n  : Proc  
[A  :  Ui,  B  :  U1, n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (P false  &  EM n) (EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM  

val ind_lemma2 = TRANSL [th7_1emma2, th8_1emma2, th9_1emma2, 
th10_1emma2, thll_lemma2, SYM th_EMsn]; 

P false  &  EM  (succ  n)  =  EM  (succ  n)  : Proc  
[A  :  U1, B  :  Ui,  n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (P false  &  EM n) (EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM  

val th_lemma2 = EQelim(Natelim (EQintr base_lemma2) 
(EQintr ind_lemma2,"n","ihyp") 
(Natvar "n")); 

P false  &  EM n  =  EM n  : Proc  
[n  :  Nat, A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM 

(* 
(* Show that  EM n  = Cbody  EM n  

(* 
(* (Then we can show that  C n  =  EM n  with FIX2) 
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val th_CEMO = et_to "Cbody EM 0" "{up?o}.(P true & EM 0) + {}.EM 0"; 

val th_CEMsn = 
et_to "Cbody EM (succ n)" 

"{up?o}.(P true & EM (succ n)) + {dn?o}.EM n + {}.EM (succ n)": 

(*  base  *)  

val  base_lemma3 = TRANSL [th_EMO,  SYM  th_CEMO];  

EM 0  = Cbody  EM 0  : Proc  [A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM 

(* ind hyp *) 

val ihyp_lemma3 EQelim(VARintr (EQform PROCform EMn (tc "Cbody EM n")) 
'ihyp"); 

EM n  = Cbody  EM n  : Proc  
[A  :  Ui,  B  :  Ui,  n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (EM n)  (Cbody  EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM 

(* ind_step *) 

(* We have that:  EM  (succ  n)  =  P  true &  EM n 	(th_EMsn) *)  

val  thi_lemma3 = BOXintr (REFL P1) ihyp_lemma3;  

P true  &  EM n  =  P true  & Cbody  EM n  : Proc  
[A  :  Ui,  B  :  Ui,  n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (EM n)  (Cbody  EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM 

(* Induction to find out what  'P  true & Cbody  EM n'  is. *)  

val  base_th2_1emma3 -= EXPAND (BOXintr th_Pl th_CEM0);  

P true  & Cbody  EM 0  

{up?o}.(P  true  &  (P true  &  EM 0))  + {dn?o}.(P  false  &  EM 0)  +  
{}.(P true  &  EM 0)  
: Proc  [A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  

val  ind_th2_1emma3 = EXPAND (BOXintr th_Pl th_CEMsn);  

P true & Cbody EM (succ n) 
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{up?o}.(P  true  &  (P true  &  EM  (succ  n)))  + 
{dn?o}.(P  false  &  EM  (succ  n))  +  {}.(P true  &  EM  (succ  n))  
: Proc  [A  :  Ui,  B  :  Vi, n  : Nat]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  

val th2_1emma3 = EQelim(Natelim (EQintr base_th2_1emma3) 
(EQintr ind_th2_1emma3,"n","dummy") 
(VARintr Natform "n")); 

P  true  & Cbody  EM  n 

{up?o}.(P  true  & (P  true  &  EM  n)) + {dn?o}.(P  false  &  EM  n) + 
{}.(P  true  &  EM  n) 
: Proc [n :  Nat, A  : Vi, B : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B} : THM 

val th3_1emma3 SUBST (th_lemma2,"X") 
(REFL(tc("{up?o}.(P true & (P true & EM n)) + 

"{dn?o}. X + 
"{}. 	(P true & EM n) 

{up?o}.(P  true  & (P  true  &  EM  n)) + {dn?o}.(P  false  &  EM  n) + 
{}.(P  true  &  EM  n) 

{up?o}.(P  true  & (P  true  &  EM  n)) + {dn?o}.EM n + {}.(P  true  &  EM  n) 
: Proc  En  :  Nat, A  :  U1,  B : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B} 	THM 

val ind_lemma3 = TRANSL [th_EMsn, 	thl_lemma3, 	th2_1emma3, 
evalthm_to th3_1emma3 "Cbody EM (succ n)"]; 

EM  (succ  n)  = Cbody  EM  (succ  n)  : Proc  
[A  :  U1, B  :  Ui,  n  :  Nat,  ihyp : Eq Proc  (EM n)  (Cbody  EM n)] 
{up<->A,  dn<->B}  : THM  

val th_lemma3 = EQelim(Natelim (EQintr base_lemma3) 
(EQintr ind_lemma3,"n","ihyp") 
(VARintr Natform "n")); 

EM n  = Cbody  EM n  : Proc  En  :  Nat, A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM 

(* 	 *) 

Suggest  "C 0"; 

val thi  = FIX2 (tc "Cbody  F  x","F","x") (th_lemma3,"n") Natintrzero;  

EM 0 	C 0  : Proc  EA  :  U1, B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  
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val th_counter = TRANS (SYM thl_EMO) thi; 

M  =  C 0  : Proc  [A  :  Ui,  B  : U1]{up<->A, dn<->B}  : THM  

10 Conclusion 

We have shown how to obtain a sound proof system for proving equivalence between 
value-passing processes. Of course we do not claim completeness; this is lost already when 
adopting fixpoint induction to handle recursively defined processes. The system, however, 
seems powerful enough to handle a wide range of examples. 

The proofs of the palindrome recognizer and the unbounded counter show how derived 
functions like EXPAND can be utilized to encompass common patterns of reasoning. 
The proofs also show, however, the amount of detailed manipulations necessary to get a 
complete machine-checked proof of a non-trivial result. A large stock of lemmas stating 
simple properties of often used results is helpful, but it is still necessary to be explicit about 
many manipulations which we do more or less unconsciously with paper and pencil. 

A Rules in Type Theory 

The primitive rules in LIPS, corresponding to Martin-Löf's type theory, are similar to 
those given in [Pet 82], in A.1 we just give a list of the types included. The general rules 
in type theory and the general derived rules are modified to also handle the type  Proc.  
We present them completely in A.2 and A.3. In [For,  Sch  88] all type theory rules are 
presented as occurring in LIPS. 

A.1 Rules for Particular Types 

• Rules for finite types (SET). 

• Rules for natural numbers (Nat). 

• Rules for lists (LIST). 

• Rules for cartesian products of families of types (PI). 

• Rules for functions (FUN). 

• Rules for disjoint unions of families of types (SIGMA). 

• Rules for pairs (PAIR). 

• Rules for disjoint unions (UNION). 

• Rules for subsets (SUBSET). 

• Rules for the equality type (EQ). 

• Rules for the universe (U). 
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A.2 General rules 

ASSUMPTION (introduce a variable in an arbitrary type) 

A type  
x  : A  [x:  A] 

VARintr: THM -> string -> THM 

Where string corresponds to  x  in the rule. 

REFLEXIVITY 

a : A 
a a : A 

A type 
A= A 

REFL: THM -> THM  

SYMMETRY 

a 
b=a:A  

A=B 
B=A  

SYM: THM -> THM  

TRANSITIVITY 

a = b: A 	b=c: A 

a=c:A  

A=B 	B=C 
A=C:A  

TRANS: THM -> THM 

EQUALITY OF TYPES 

a : A 	A=B 
a:B  

a =b:A 	A=B 
a=b:B  

EQTYPE: THM -> THM -> THM  
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SUBSTITUTION 

a : A 	B(x) type Ix : A] 

B(a) type 

	

a : A 	b(x) : B(s) [x : A] 

b(a) : B(a) 

	

a = c : A 	B(x) = D(x) [x : A] 

D(c) 

	

a =-- c : A 	b(x) 	d(x) : B(x) [x : A] 

b(a) = d(c): B(a) 

	

a : A 	B(x) = D(x) [x : A] 

B(a) = D(a) 

a : A 	b(x) = d(x) : B(x) [x : A] 

b(a) = d(a): B(a) 

SUBST: (THM * string) -> THM -> THM  

Where string corresponds to the free variable in the second argument. The first THM 
replaces string in the second THM. 

A.3 Derived general rules 

TYPE FORMATION 

provetype 	: string -> THM 
provetype_env : string -> THM list -> THM 

Ulprove 	: string -> THM 
Ulprove_env 	: string -> THM list -> THM 

The function provetype uses the formation rules to prove that an expression is a 
type. Given an expression A it tries to prove A type. It may fail when the expression 
contains nested Eq-types, even though the expression is a type. However, the function 
provetype_env takes a list of theorems to be used as hints. 

The functions Uiprove and Uiprove_env are similar but return a theorem of the form 
A:  Ui.  

TYPE INFERENCE  

typecheck 	: string -> THM 
typecheck_env : string -> THM list -> THM 
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The function  typecheck  takes an expression (a string) to be parsed. By applying 
introduction rules it attempts to find a type of the expression. It. Milner's type deduction 
algorithm is used to find the most general type. 

Since the type system is so rich, the type deduction algorithm may fail even though 
the expression has a type. 

The function typecheck_env takes a list of theorems to be used as hints. 

INTERPRETATION 

a : A 
a = value(a) : A 

a = b : A 
a = value(b): A 

evalthm 	: THM -> THM 
evalthm_to : THM -> string -> THM 

There is a function interpret: EXPR -> EXPR that evaluates an expression as far as 
possible and yields the value as result. Theorems may be evaluated by using the function 
evalthm which applies computation rules as far as possible. In cases where just a partial 
evaluation is desired, the function evalthm_to can be used. The desired value, i.e., the 
right element of '=' in the resulting theorem, is given as a string argument. 

EQUALITY 

eqprove : THM list -> JUDGEMENT -> THM 
TRANSL : THM list -> THM 

The function eqprove performs simple equality reasoning by applying the rules TRANS 
and  SYM  to a list of theorems. A given judgement of the form a =  b  : A decides the 
wanted sentence of the resulting theorem. To build judgements the function parse _jmt : 
string -> JUDGEMENT is available. The function TRANSL is an iterated version of TRANS. 

SUBSTITUTION 

SUBSTL : (THM * string) list -> THM -> THM 

This is an iterated version of SUBST taking a list of (new,old) elements. The old 

element is a variable (a string) and the new element is a theorem.  

B  Predefined Constants 

In the rules some predefined constants are shown. For the user of the LIPS they are 
reserved words. The following presents all the predefined constants in LIPS. 

• Predefined object constructors for the type  Proc.  
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sequence 
in-channel 
out-channel 
asynchronous parallel coupling 
synchronous parallel coupling 
internal choice 
external choice 
recursive process (non-parameterized) 
recursive process (parameterized) 
the NULL process 

canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 
canonical 

+' 

recl 
rec2  
NULL 

the type for processes 
used to represent higher order variables internally 

Proc  

the function type 
the pair type 
the disjoint union of two types 
the natural numbers 
the Eq type 
cartesian product of a family of types 
disjoint union of families of types 
the type for lists 
the sybset type 
for the first universe Uo 
for the second universe U1  

-)  

Nat 
Eq 
Pi 
Sigma 
List 
Subset 

Ul 

• Predefined type constructors for the type  Proc. 

• Predefined object constructors for the types in type theory. 

zero 
su.cc  
natrec 
lambda 
apply 
case 
pair 
split  
inl  
mr  
when 
nil 
cons 
listrec 
eq  

used in type Nat 
used in type Nat 
used in type Nat 
used in type Pi and type FUN (—>) 
used in type Pi and type FUN (-->) 
used in the rules for finite sets 
used in type Sigma and type PAIR (# 
used in type Sigma and type PAIR (# 
used in type UNION (-1-) 
used in type UNION (-1-) 
used in type UNION (+) 
used in type List 
used in type List 
used in type List 
used in the Eq type 

canonical 
canonical 
noncanonical 
canonical 
noncanonical 
noncanonical 
canonical 
noncanonical 
canonical 
canonical 
noncanonical 
canonical 
canonical 
noncanonical 
canonical 

theory. Note that the finite sets • Predefined type constructors for the types in type 
has no type constructor. 

C  Useful Abbreviations  

val  pa 	= parse; 
val  epr 	= output_expr; 
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val tpr 	= output_thm; 

val tc 	= typecheck; 
val tc_env 	typecheck_env; 

val et 	evalthm o typecheck; 
val et_env = evalthm oo typecheck_env; 

val et_to 	= evalthm_to o typecheck; 
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